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Resumo
A paralelização de laços de programas contendo loop-carried dependences é considerada
uma tarefa bastante difícil, principalmente devido ao sobrecusto imposto pela comuni-
cação de dependências de dados entre iterações do laço paralelizado. Apesar do grande
empenho em décadas recentes para criar algoritmos efetivos para paralelização deste tipo
de laço o problema ainda é considerado longe de estar resolvido. Para muitos laços, antigos
algoritmos, como o DOACROSS, bem como novos algoritmos, como Decoupled Software
Pipeline (DSWP), não foram capazes de oferecer uma solução eficiente para o problema.
Esta tese discute em detalhes dois (DOACROSS e DSWP) dos algoritmos mais proe-
minentes para a paralelização de tais laços e também mostra uma análise do desempenho
de programas paralelizados usando estes algoritmos em diferentes arquiteturas de proces-
sadores. A partir desta análise surgiu o projeto de um novo algoritmo, chamado Batched
DOACROSS (BDX), para fazer a paralelização deste tipo de laço. Este algoritmo foi
pensado de forma a utilizar as melhores características destes algoritmos anteriores e ao
mesmo tempo evitar o uso de propriedades que se mostraram ineficientes no passado.
O algoritmo Batched DOACROSS não requer suporte de hardware (como é exigido por
DSWP) e faz uso de estruturas locais às linhas de execução para reduzir o sobrecusto com
sincronização entre elas. Uma extensão para o algoritmo BDX também é proposta, cha-
mada Parallel Stage Batched DOACROSS (PS-BDX), e os resultados indicaram que para
alguns casos esta extensão é capaz de produzir aumentos significativos de desempenho.
BDX e PS-BDX são algoritmos que transformam o laço serial para executar paralela-
mente seguindo um formato de pipeline, além disso estes algoritmos empregam a execução
de lotes de iterações para reduzir o custo de comunicação entre núcleos. Resultados de
análise de sensibilidade mostram que estes novos algoritmos são capazes de produzir bons
resultados até mesmo para laços pequenos (contendo em torno de 40 instruções) quando
configurados em lotes com ao menos 100 iterações.
A análise do algoritmo PS-BDX usando sete programas mostrou uma média de au-
mento de 1.85x no desempenho dos programas quando estes foram paralelizados usando 2
linhas de execução, 2.95x quando paralelizados com 4 linhas de execução e por fim 3.11x
quando estes programas foram paralelizados usando 8 linhas de execução. Em todos estes
casos o desempenho da versão paralelizada com PS-BDX foi melhor que o segundo melhor
algoritmo experimentado (PS-DSWP).
Uma análise quantitativa e qualitativa dos custo de sincronização em programas para-
lelizados usando os algoritmos acima também foi realizada. Os resultados indicaram que
em média 30% do tempo de execução dos programas paralelos é gasto com sincronização
de acesso a regiões críticas e a dados compartilhados. Também são mostrados resultados
que indicam que as arquiteturas de computadores Intel Ivy Bridge e ARM A9 MPCore
se encontram em extremos opostos em se tratando de requisitos para a paralelização de
laços. Em consequência disto todos os algoritmos analisados enfretam dificuldades para
melhorar o desempenho dos programas seriais.
Abstract
Parallelizing loops containing loop-carried dependences has been considered a very diffi-
cult task, mainly due to the overhead imposed by communicating dependences between
iterations. Despite the huge efforts in the past few decades to devise effective paralleliza-
tion algorithms for such loops, the problem is still far from solved. For many loops, old
DOACROSS, and new Decoupled Software Pipeline (DSWP), algorithms have not been
able to offer a solution to this problem.
This thesis discuss in detail two of the most prominent algorithms for parallelizing
such loops and also present an analysis of the performance of the parallelized programs
across different multicore architectures. Based on insights from this analyze a new al-
gorithm, called Batched DOACROSS, for parallelizing these loops is proposed. Batched
DOACROSS (BDX) capitalizes on the advantages of DSWP and DOACROSS, while min-
imizing their deficiencies. BDX does not require new hardware mechanisms (as DSWP
does) and makes use of thread local buffers to reduce DOACROSS synchronization over-
heads. An extension to the baseline algorithm is proposed, named Parallel-Stage Batched
DOACROSS (PS-BDX), and show that in some cases it can considerably improve the
performance of the parallel loop.
BDX and PS-BDX are pipelining multithreading algorithms that employs batching to
amortize communication overheads. We provide results for a sensibility analysis and show
that for small balanced loops (about 40 instructions), a batch size of only 100 iterations
is sufficient to provide good speedups. Our analyze of PS-BDX for seven benchmarks
showed an average of 1.85x speedup for 2 threads, 2.95x for 4 threads and 3.11x for 8
threads which was larger than the other best algorithm that we compared.
A qualitative and quantitative analysis of synchronization costs of the three aforemen-
tioned loop parallelization algorithms (BDX, DOACROSS and DSWP) is performed for
two modern computer architectures (ARM A9 MPCore and Intel Ivy Bridge). Our results
show that at least 30% of the execution time of the programs we parallelized are spent
on synchronization/data communication.
We also show that, besides the problem being hard, Intel Ivy Bridge and ARM A9
MPCore are on opposite endpoints along the axis of commonly accepted requisites for
efficient loop parallelization. As a consequence, all three algorithms struggle to effectively
speedup several programs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There are many forms and levels (granularities) of parallelism in programs and researchers
and end-users have been investigating and exploring them for many decades [5,19–21,27,
32, 35, 36, 47, 50, 52, 63, 65]. Research in multiprocessor architectures date back to 1950s
and the use of Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallelism started around early
1970s [10, 61, 72, 84]. Since then, researches have frequently used clusters of commodity
PCs to explore large scale parallelism [8,25,53,54,88]. Nowadays, commodity processors
are manufactured with multiple cores plugged to a coherent bus, all in the same chip [12,
39, 69, 74]. Moreover, each of these cores are capable of handling several forms of low
level parallelism, such as bit and Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) [1, 3, 48, 69]. The
advent of multicore and Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) technology in commodity
processors brought the possibility of exploiting parallelism to the hands of even the novice
programmer.
With the growth of the number of cores in multicore architectures together with the
decrease in clock frequency of individual processors, extracting parallelism from programs
has become a central task for improving program performance [14,28–30,37,38,86,93].
Given that program parallelization is an error prone task and that program’s loops
account for most of the program’s execution time [1, 6, 24, 26, 48], the development of
efficient loop parallelization algorithms that can be implemented in compilers to auto-
matically parallelize loops for execution in modern commodity processors has received
new attention in recent years [2, 15,16,66,75,78,92,94].
In the context of loop parallelization, loops are usually classified based on whether
their iterations are dependent on each other or not [1, 16, 22, 44, 48, 55]. We say that one
iteration j depends on another iteration i if data produced by one instruction executing
in iteration i is later consumed by an instruction executing in iteration j.
If there are no dependences among instructions executing in different iterations, the
loop is named DOALL [55]. DOALL loops are trivial to parallelize and frequently pro-
duce considerable speedups. Nevertheless, such loops are found mostly in regular (e.g.,
scientific) applications [9,22,23,44,48,51,55,68,85]. This is also the kind of loop explored
in vectorization [1, 48].
Loops containing dependences across iterations (i.e., loop-carried dependences) are
called DOACROSS loops [23, 48] and are the most common type of loops [9, 22, 23, 44,
48, 51, 55, 68, 85]. Efficient parallelization of these loops usually requires assigning loop
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iterations to distinct execution threads and designing an orchestration mechanism to
manage the communication between threads.
The large number of different approaches proposed to parallelize DOACROSS loops,
indicate that there is no silver bullet for this problem [22, 44, 66, 75–77, 89, 90, 92]. In
practice, speedups achieved from above-mentioned algorithms are small, or the algorithm’s
requirements are considerable, ranging from expensive synchronization code [15, 48] to
changes in the processor micro-architecture [66]. For instance, DSWP [66] requires a
hardware-based inter-core queue to provide efficient speedups [81], and Helix [16] suggest
the use of helper threads for prefetching synchronization and inter-thread communication
data.
This work investigates the static and dynamic sources of inter-thread communica-
tion overhead in modern multicore architectures and state-of-the-art algorithms for loop
parallelization. It proposes a new algorithm for efficient automatic parallelization of
DOACROSS loops for multicore architectures. Specifically, the major contributions of
this thesis are:
• We propose a novel loop parallelization algorithm, called Batched DOACROSS
(BDX), which combines the best features of two modern loop parallelization al-
gorithms and can effectively parallelize loops of coarse and fine granularity across
different modern multicore architectures. Furthermore, we also propose an extension
to BDX, called Parallel-Stage Batched DOACROSS (PS-BDX), which can perform
considerably better under certain scenarios (when there are large parallel stages).
• We show that, considering a trade-off between instruction execution capability (i.e.,
Cycles per Instruction (CPI)) and inter core communication speed (i.e., cache co-
herency latency), Intel Ivy Bridge and ARM A9 MPCore are in two opposite end-
points of the design space and, thus, the performance of current algorithms is highly
dependent not only on loop granularity but also on specific characteristics of the
target architecture.
• We not only confirm that communication management is a key factor in state-of-
the-art algorithms and architectures, but also that loops parallelized using such
algorithms spend around 30% of the execution time handling inter-thread commu-
nication.
The work in this thesis resulted in the scientific publications below and in a granted
and licensed patent.
• D. C. S. Lucas and G. Araujo, “The Batched DOACROSS loop parallelization al-
gorithm,” 2015 International Conference on High Performance Computing & Simu-
lation (HPCS), Amsterdam, 2015, pp. 476-483.
• D. C. S. Lucas and G. Araujo, “The Batched DOACROSS loop parallelization algo-
rithm,” International Journal of Parallel Programming (IJPP), 2017. (submitted).
• D. C. S. Lucas and G. Araujo, “A Method to Parallelize Program Loops with Loop-
carried dependences,” B.R. Patent: 10 2014 023779 8, issued date May 17, 2016.
Licensed by Samsung C&T Corporation in September 04, 2012.
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This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a bibliographic review
and background on loop parallelization algorithms. We also describe in detail two algo-
rithms frequently used to parallelize DOACROSS loops. One of the main contributions
of this thesis, the Batched DOACROSS algorithm, is presented in detail in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 we present experimental results for the BDX algorithm and compare these
results with those obtained with other loop parallelization algorithms. The text ends with
our conclusions and ideas for future research topics in Chapter 5.
15
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we present a literature review of research on parallelizing loops with loop-
carried dependences. To achieve that we divide the chapter in four sections as follows.
In Section 2.1, we review the background definitions and concepts associated to loop
parallelism. This is followed by two sections that describe in detail the most relevant
loop parallelization algorithms used nowadays: DOACROSS (Section 2.2) and DSWP
(Section 2.3). The descriptions emphasize the communication overhead associated to
each of the algorithms, which we later use as motivation for the algorithm proposed in
Chapter 3. Finally, in Section 2.5 we review other algorithms that are related to the loop
parallelization problem studied in this thesis.
2.1 Background and Definitions
To support the discussion that follows, please consider a machine with a shared memory
and a dual-core processor (cores 0 and 1), each capable of running only a single thread.
Figure 2.1a shows an example of a sequential loop which runs through the pointers of
a linked list incrementing the value of the val field of each node. A complete version of
this code is included in Appendix C. This is an example of the kind of hot (i.e., frequently
executed) loop usually found in general purpose applications written in C/C++ [1, 48].
This loop’s Data Dependence Graph (DDG) is also shown in Figure 2.1a. This is an
example of a DOACROSS loop.
Definition 1. A loop-carried dependence is a data or control dependence between instruc-
tions executing on different iterations of the loop.
Definition 2. A DOACROSS loop is a kind of loop where there is at least one loop-carried
dependence between its iterations.
Loops in this class are characterized by having at least one non-scalar loop-carried
dependence. In this example, the loop-carried dependence happens on variable ptr which
is assigned the value of ptr->next on iteration i and is later used in iteration i+1 to access
the field next. This dependence appears as a self-loop in the DDG shown in Figure 2.1a.
Note that the implications of this are that the source and target of the dependence can
never be executed in parallel as they depend on each other. Also notice that, in practice
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i1:    while (ptr = ptr->next) {
i2:         ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;
        }
i1
A
i2
B
ptr
ptr
(a) A DOACROSS Loop and its DDG.
i1:    while (i < N) {
i2:         c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
i3:         i = i + 1;
        }
i3 i2
i
i
i1
(b) A DOALL Loop and its DDG.
Figure 2.1: Examples of DOACROSS and DOALL Loops
this data dependence cycle will be composed potentially of several instructions, in some
cases even of all instructions of the loop - in this case it would not be possible to execute
the loop iterations in parallel.
For the sake of completeness Figure 2.1b shows an example of a sequential loop which
sums the entries of two integer arrays and stores the output in a third array. This is
an illustration of the kind of loop frequently found in scientific, mathematical and/or
multimedia applications [1, 48]. The DDG of this loop is shown in Figure 2.1b. This is
an example of a DOALL loop.
Definition 3. A DOALL loop is a kind of loop whose iterations are data and control
independent. There are no non-scalar loop-carried dependences in the loop DDG.
There are several automatic [78,92] and semi-automatic [77] approaches to parallelize
DOALL loops and usually they produce almost linear speedups since each iteration can
execute independently of each other. DOALL loops are usually called embarrassingly
parallel [48, 67].
From now on we will focus the discussion only on DOACROSS loops. Please, consider
again the DDG of Figure 2.1a. Note that if we compute the Strongly Connected Com-
ponent (SCC) [95] of this graph we will end up with two components. One containing
instruction i1 and the other containing instruction i2. It is not possible to execute dif-
ferent iterations of the same component in parallel [48], therefore many algorithms rely
on executing iterations of different components in parallel. The algorithms that we study
and propose in this thesis explore that insight. It is desirable to increase the size of the
components to amortize communication overheads. For this reason, several components
are frequently grouped together forming an Stage.
Definition 4. A loop’s stage is composed by one or more SCCs of the loop’s DDG grouped
together.
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In the graph of Figure 2.1a we have two SCCs, namely A and B, containing respectively
instruction i1 and i2. It is also important to keep the size of the stages balanced to
maximize the effective parallelism of the loop [66].
It is difficult to speed up the example loop through thread level parallelization. This
is due to several reasons, among them are:
• Small loop body that leaves little room to compensate for executing instructions for
communication, synchronization, thread creation, etc;
• In the serial version of the loop the induction variable might be kept on a register or
in the core’s private cache. In the parallel version, usually neither of these happens.
• It might be trivial to use data prefetching on the serial version, while in the parallel
version the data access is spread among the threads.
• Unknown value of the loop’s trip count which makes static distribution of iteration
chunks among threads difficult and thus might hinder static load balancing [44].
• Consecutive iterations of the loop tend to access consecutive data in memory which
will lead to false-sharing in the parallelized version if proper care is not taken [34,
57,73].
To give concrete evidence of these overheads in parallel programs we parallelized the
example loop using DOACROSS Parallelization Algorithms (BDX, DOAX and DSWP).
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4 shows the source code of each parallelized version of the loop
and Figure 2.3 show an illustration of the loop during execution. For the discussion in the
next sections we use two metrics to quantitatively evaluate the inter-core communication
overhead of these algorithms:
Definition 5. Comm-instr: the number of instructions executed by a thread to handle
communication at each loop iteration.
Definition 6. Mem-instr: the number of shared-memory load/store instructions executed,
at each iteration, to communicate dependences.
For a given parallelized loop, comm-instr report the number of assembly instructions
added to the original loop code to allow data communication or synchronize access to
shared variables. The value accounts for all kinds of instructions: control (e.g., jumps,
cmps), arithmetic (e.g., add, sub) and memory access (e.g., load, store). This metric works
as a measurement of how many instructions are required by the parallelizing algorithm to
enable communication; therefore, it can give us an insight on how intrusive the algorithm
is with respect to the original loop behavior.
The mem-instr metric measures not only instructions executed to forward depen-
dences between iterations, but also instructions executed to access shared variables to
control synchronization between threads (i.e., synchronization flags). Note that, every
time a consumer thread is checking whether its dependence is already computed it needs
to check whether the producer thread has already updated a shared flag variable signaling
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i1:    while (ptr = consume(1)) {
i2:         produce(2, ptr->next);
i3:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;
        }
i1:    while (ptr = consume(2)) {
i2:         produce(1, ptr->next);
i3:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;
        }
Thread 1
Thread 2
(a) DOACROSS Parallelized.
i1:    while (ptr = ptr->next) {
i2:         queue12.push(ptr);
        }       
        
i1:    while (ptr = queue12.pop()) {
i2:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;         
        }
        
Pipe Stage 1
Pipe Stage 2
(b) DSWP Parallelized.
Figure 2.2: Parallelization of the loop in (2.1a) using DOACROSS and DSWP.
A
B
Core 0
. .
 .
A
B
A
B
(a) Sequential
Core 0 Core 1
...
A
B
A
B
A
A
B
A
B
A
...
(b) DOACROSS.
Core 0 Core 1
...
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
...
(c) DSWP.
Core 0 Core 1
...
A
A
B
B
A
A
B
BA
A
...
(d) BDX.
Figure 2.3: Thread communication when using DOACROSS (2.3b), DSWP (2.3c) and
BDX (2.3d) for the stages (2.3a) of program 2.1a.
that the data has already been computed. In addition, also note that, mem-instrmeasures
only the cost of load and store instructions from and to shared memory, given that they
are the most relevant components of the communication overhead and that intra-thread
load and stores will be communicated through private caches or directly accessed through
registers.
A careful analysis of DOACROSS Parallelization Algorithm (DOAX), DSWP and
BDX optimized x86-64 assembly code was performed to count the instructions for these
two metrics. Table 2.1 lists these values for each algorithm and in the next section
we present them with a detailed analysis. The “/BS ” in BDX values indicates that this
number should still be amortized by the number of iterations in BDX batch size. Although
instruction count was done statically, it gives an estimate for lower-bound costs of the
communication overhead.
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acquire(&StageA_Lock);
i0:     ptr = Sptr;
i1:    while (IdxA < BS && ptr = ptr->next)
i2:         BdxBufferPtrA[IdxA++] = ptr;
i3:    OriginalLoopCondition = (ptr != Null);
i4:     Sptr = ptr;
              
release(&StageA_Lock);
acquire(&StageB_Lock);
i1:    while (IdxB < IdxA) {
i2:       ptr = BdxBufferPtrA[idxB++];
i3:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;         
        }
release(&StageB_Lock);
while (OriginalLoopCondition == True) {
     int IdxA = 0, IdxB = 0;
}
(a) BDX parallelized - Thread 1
acquire(&StageA_Lock);
i0:     ptr = Sptr;
i1:    while (IdxA < BS && ptr = ptr->next)
i2:         BdxBufferPtrA[IdxA++] = ptr;
i3:    OriginalLoopCondition = (ptr != Null);
i4:     Sptr = ptr;
              
release(&StageA_Lock);
acquire(&StageB_Lock);
i1:    while (IdxB < IdxA) {
i2:       ptr = BdxBufferPtrA[idxB++];
i3:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;         
        }
release(&StageB_Lock);
while (OriginalLoopCondition == True) {
     int IdxA = 0, IdxB = 0;
}
(b) BDX parallelized - Thread 2
Figure 2.4: Source code for threads composing BDX parallelized example loop.
2.2 DOACROSS Parallelization Algorithm
DOAX 1, as proposed by Ron Cytron [22], is the name of the algorithm which eventually
named the loops with loop-carried dependences, since it was the first known approach to
parallelize such loops. The central idea is to parallelize the loop by assigning each iteration
to a different thread, in round-robin, and execute parts of the loop from different iterations
in parallel. However, as DOACROSS loops have loop-carried dependences, inter-thread
communication is required to manage them.
Figure 2.2a shows the loop of Figure 2.1a parallelized using DOAX. Note that all
threads execute the same slightly modified version of the original sequential loop body; the
main difference is the addition of functions to communicate the loop-carried dependences.
In the parallelized version, each stage of the loop is surrounded by function calls to send
and receive the loop-carried variables of that stage.
The main sources of overhead in DOAX parallelized loops are the communication direc-
tives [44,89]. The consume(X) directive is usually implemented as a function that makes
thread X wait for a signal from another thread (executing a previous iteration), which
indicates that the data which iteration X depends upon is already available. Function
produce(Y, Z) is responsible for signaling thread Y that the data Z is already computed.
Usually each thread executes in a different core and, since each thread (in turn) produces
data that will be subsequently consumed by another thread, the cache line that stores the
produced data will keep bouncing between each core’s private cache.
Figure 2.3b shows an illustration of the execution of the DOAX parallel version of
the example loop. Note that, during each iteration, DOAX communicate a loop-carried
dependence from A1 to A2 and vice-versa. At each such operation the loop reads, tests
and writes the synchronization flag variable and sends the loop-carried dependence data.
1We use DOAX to refer to the algorithm and DOACROSS to refer to the loop type.
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Algorithm Comm-instr Mem-instr
DOACROSS 15 4
Decoupled Software Pipeline (DSWP) 125 6
BDX 16/BS 6/BS
Table 2.1: Loop parallelization synchronization overhead, BS is the size of the batch buffer
of BDX.
This corresponds to 2 load/stores to shared memory, in each direction, resulting in 4
memory instructions (mem-instr) per iteration (Table 2.1). DOACROSS communication
control is done through a fast busy-waiting loop on a shared-variable, which requires only
15 instructions to execute (comm-instr), as shown in Table 2.1.
Since the original work by Citron [22] much research has been done to improve
DOACROSS [22, 44, 66, 75–77, 89–92]. Recently, researchers have focused on innovative
ways to reduce DOACROSS overhead through the elimination of redundant synchro-
nization operations [89], or by removing synchronization barriers from nested DOALL
loops [42]. Some other algorithms use data prefetch to improve communication la-
tency [15–17].
Contrary to DOAX and their variations, the BDX algorithm proposed in this thesis
(see Chapter 3) maximizes the storage of inter-iteration data into thread-local buffers
Figure 2.3d. As detailed later in this thesis, BDX is a portable and effective approach to
the problem of loop parallelization.
2.3 Decoupled Software Pipeline Parallelization
DSWP [66, 82] is a Pipeline Multithread (PMT) algorithm for parallelizing loops with
loop-carried dependences. It transforms the loop’s body in a way that it becomes a
computational pipeline where each thread executes a different stage of the loop and data
dependences flow only in one direction among the stages. Two quite important features
of DSWP are: (a) it enables decoupled execution of parts of the loop body; and (b) unlike
DOAX, it does not severely suffer from inter-thread communication latency.
An overall description of the DSWP algorithm is as follows. The input to the algorithm
is a loop with loop-carried dependences, like the one shown in Figure 2.1a. In the first
step, DSWP constructs the loop’s Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [31], which is the
union of the Data and Control Dependence Graphs [1]. In the second and third steps,
DSWP finds the SCCs of the PDG and order them as a sequence of stages. These stages
will be computational units of the pipeline and each one will be executed by a different
thread.
Because DSWP does not break stages among threads, stages can be organized in a way
that dependences flow in a single direction among all stages, as shown in Fig. 2.3c. This is
possible given that, by construction, there are no dependence cycles among stages. Based
on this data/control dependence flow, stages are then organized in a pipeline. To enable
communication between stages, DSWP uses an inter-thread communication queue. Thus,
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A runs independently of B, while filling in dependences required by B into an inter-thread
queue. Thus, contrary to DOACROSS, DSWP decouples the execution of A and B.
Figure 2.2b shows the sequential loop of Figure 2.1a parallelized by DSWP in a two-
stage pipeline. Note that, unlike DOACROSS, each thread executes a different portion
of the original loop body. Note also that communication flows only in one direction,
from stage A1 to stage B2, and that each iteration requires a enqueue or a dequeue
operation to/from the inter-thread queue. A careful evaluation of DSWP’s assembly
code reveals that, at each iteration, it does load/stores to shared memory (mem-instr),
using, on average 125 instructions for that (comm-instr). Therefore, DSWP requires
many more instructions to manage communication than DOAX. This overhead comes
from the fact that every enqueue or dequeue from the software queue requires several
instructions to check if the queue is empty/full, change pointers to head/tail, copy data,
and keep optimization related information updated [46,57,79].
The use of a queue to enable communication between stages has two important impli-
cations. First, each stage can execute almost independently of the others, until the queue
fills/empties. As a result, anything that affects one stage/thread (context switches, page
faults, cache misses, etc.) does not immediately affect other threads in the pipeline - as it
happens with DOACROSS. Second, DSWP overlaps communication with computation.
As DSWP is a PMT algorithm, the communication latency only affects the first message
in the pipeline - that is, the time before the pipeline fills. Therefore, while messages are
in transit from one thread to another, if threads themselves are not suspended, stages can
produce messages in almost constant rate. If the queues do not become empty, and the
communication bandwidth between threads can keep up with the data being transferred,
communication latency can be almost entirely hidden.
Nonetheless, in practice, it is very difficult to obtain performance speedups using
DSWP [79, 81, 96]. The reason is frequently the lack of an efficient inter-core queue.
When DSWP was originally presented [66] it was proposed to use a hardware-based queue.
However, until today there is no commodity hardware with such mechanism. Thus, all
experiments using DSWP rely on software based queues or hardware simulators [66,78,90].
As shown in Table 2.1, DSWP executes 125 instructions to control queue communi-
cation (comm-instr), and requires 6 memory instructions to forward data (mem-instr).
The problem with a software queue is the high overhead to execute instructions required
to manage it. This problem makes it difficult to use DSWP as a parallelizing algorithm
for general purpose applications, without the support of new hardware mechanisms. In
such programs, candidate loops to parallelization usually have only a dozen instructions
and the time required to execute the instructions to manage the queue is frequently larger
than the time to execute the loop body itself.
The above analysis suggests that any new loop parallelization algorithm should have
two primary features: (a) a small number of instructions required to manage synchroniza-
tion; and (b) communication operations with reduced frequency and costs.
DSWP [82] has been originally proposed as an approach to decouple the execution
of parts of a loop’s body with the goal of increasing ILP [40]. The algorithm was then
extended to enable automatic parallelization of loops [66]. Additional extensions enabled
the combination of DSWP with a DOALL form of parallelization [78], speculative ex-
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ecution [90], and the combination of all these variations together [43]. Unfortunately,
although DSWP can be effective to hide synchronization latency, it still suffers from a
large overhead due to the cost of the instructions required to manage the inter-thread
communication queue [81]. Solutions have been proposed to minimize the overhead of
communication [79], but its cost is still high, particularly for complex loops which have
many stages [80].
Contrary to DSWP, BDX does not require a queue to work, using a simple and
lightweight synchronization mechanism (Fig. 2.3d), which only communicates loop-carried
dependences after several iterations of the loop have been executed (see Chapter 3).
2.4 BDX Parallelization Idea
Figure 2.4 shows an illustration of the source code of the example loop parallelized using
BDX. This source code is presented here only to help the reader contrast the parallelization
scheme of the three algorithms (BDX, DOAX and DSWP). A fully description of BDX is
presented in Chapter 3. A few points to compare the algorithms:
• To communicate loop-carried variables (e.g., ptr) BDX uses shared variables, DOAX
also uses shared variables and, DSWP uses local variables.
• To communicate loop-independent variables (e.g., ptr from the first stage to the
second), BDX uses thread-local buffers, DOAX uses local variables and DSWP uses
inter-thread queues.
• In DSWP each thread will execute a different part (stage) of the loop, forming a
pipeline. In a BDX or DOAX parallelized loop threads will execute the whole body
of the loop, but for different iterations.
• Note, nevertheless, that all three algorithms assume that stages have similar size.
2.5 Related Works
This section analyzes related work on loop parallelism, and is organized in three subsec-
tions as follows. First, Section 2.5.1 detail other loop parallelization algorithms. Second,
works that analyze the overheads involved in loop parallelism and discuss ideas to solve it
are presented in Section 2.5.2. Of course, some publications fit in more than one of these
categories, in such cases the publication is discussed in the category closest to the work
done.
2.5.1 Other Loop Parallelization Algorithms
Raman et al. observed that after applying DSWP algorithm to a loop, many stages
become loops that do not have loop-carried dependences and thus can be further paral-
lelized with DOALL. Motivated by this observation the authors proposed an algorithm
called Parallel-Stage Decoupled Software Pipeline (PS-DSWP) which aims to parallelize
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DOALL stages create by DSWP parallelized loops [78]. In general, PS-DSWP results in
speedups that are greater than DSWP. PS-DSWP scales well for almost all benchmarks
discussed in [78], however for some of them stabilizes around 4 threads. It is worthwhile
to mention that this algorithm will produce better results than DSWP only when the
parallel stage(s) is (are) larger than the sequential one(s).
Huang et al. also propose applying parallelizing algorithms to pipeline stages cre-
ated after applying DSWP [43]. The authors’ insight is that after applying DSWP the
created stages have a more amenable dependence graph and thus more parallelism can
be extracted (even from “serial” stages). The proposed algorithm is named DSWP+
and is similar to PS-DSWP. DSWP+ is essentially an extension of what PS-DSWP pro-
pose. However, PS-DSWP only apply DOALL parallelization. The proposed algorithm
also applies other kinds of parallelization, namely DOALL, Spec-DOALL and LOCAL-
WRITE [91]. Unfortunately, they did not show an algorithm to automatically identify
what kind of parallelism can be applied to a loop. Their results show that for some
benchmarks the algorithm shows great speedup (maximum of 8x) but for others the al-
gorithm does not seem to bring new gains since applying only traditional optimizations
alone shows very similar speedups.
Campanoni et al. proposes a new algorithm, called “Helix”, for parallelizing DOACROSS
loops [17]. The approach consists basically in reducing the communication overhead
present in traditional DOACROSS parallelization algorithms using data prefetching. To
implement that they rely on the use of helper threads - each code in the system is cou-
pled with a helper thread that employs heuristics to prefetch inter core communication
data. They experiment the approach on a 6-core system with 13 benchmarks from the
SPEC 2006 suite. The average speedup is 2.25x reaching a maximum of 4.12x. Com-
pared to BDX their approach has the drawback of overloading the system with additional
threads (implicitly assuming that Hyper Threading is available) and the overhead of for-
warding the prefetched data through consecutive cores when the producer and consumer
cores/threads are far from each other.
Kim et al. presents a system to automatically parallelize loops for execution in large
cluster systems [49]. The target of the system are DOALL loops and DOACROSS loops
that have dependence edges that can be speculated (i.e.,: during program execution the
dependence manifest less than a threshold). They also optimize the parallelized loops
to reduce communication. They evaluated the system using 13 programs from the PAR-
SEC [11] and PolyBench suites. The system could speed up the execution of 8 programs,
with an average 43x on a 120-core system. The other 5 programs suffered slowdown due
to high communication, frequent mispredictions or due to the small execution time of the
loop parallelized.
The parallelization of DOALL loops is investigated in Zhong et al. [97]. The authors ar-
gue that the code synthesized by traditional compilers (after optimizations) is structured
in a way that hinders parallelism. They also noticed that many loops were not paral-
lelized due to control and register dependences and not because of memory loop-carried
dependences. This way, they propose several transformations to remove data and control
dependences of loops in order for them to become DOALL parallelizable. They also pro-
pose transformations (and also use speculation) to attack this problem. They used more
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than 40 programs and a simulator to measure the impact of the proposed transformation.
Their results show that program execution coverage by DOALL loops were more than 2x
greater than the original detection with support of Thread Level Speculation (TLS) and
more than 8x the original detection without TLS. These results support what we observed
in our experimental results: statically parallelizing programs usually led to considerable
communication overhead due imprecise (conservative) static dependence analysis.
The work of Vandierendonck et at. [92] agrees with Zhong et al. [97] on that many
edges present in a statically created dependence graph are due to missing semantic in-
formation from compiler analysis. They try to overcome this problem by proposing a
set of annotations to let the programmer convey semantic information to their paralleliz-
ing compiler back end, called Paralax. This information is afterwards used to produce a
more accurate program dependence graph which may lead to more freedom when doing
automatic parallelization. They propose an algorithm to suggest places in the program
to insert the annotations and to dynamically check the correctness of the annotations.
Results are reported for four programs (bzip2, mcf06, hmmer and clustaw). The overall
speedup reached 1.79x, 2.06x, 7.0x and 2.33x, respectively. We consider the approach
interesting and promising, however the low speedup obtained when compared, for in-
stance, with Spec-DSWP [91] or PS-DSWP [78] seems difficult to justify maintaining
code annotations during all the life-time of a project.
Another promising approach to parallelize general purpose applications, proposed by
Prabhu et al., is called Commutativity Analysis [71]. The idea behind the algorithm is to
find coarse code regions that can be executed out of order; that is, to find code regions A
and B that are commutative. The point of finding commutative regions is to have more
freedom to schedule parallel regions of code. In this technical report, the authors present
a thorough review of the algorithm and present results showing that the algorithm can
considerably speedup programs compiled with GCC at the maximum optimization level.
Results show an impressive average speedup of 10x over serial programs (maximum of 30x
with 32 threads). Prabhu et al. notice that the challenge to make the algorithm common
practice is to improve the efficiency and precision of static data dependence analysis [71].
2.5.2 Communication Overhead and its Mitigation
Navarro et al. [62] presents a mathematical analysis of programs parallelized using the
pipeline model. The core of the model is the throughput that each node on the pipeline
is able to sustain during execution of the loop. The work compares the execution time
predicted by their model with the measured execution time of the programs. Their model
is able to accurately predict the execution time of programs. They show that a pipeline
with many non-consecutive “parallel” stages is slower than a pipeline with few “parallel”
stages. The reason is that the discrepancies in throughput between the parallel stages
lead to a lower final throughput in the pipeline when compared to the case when fewer
stages are used. The intuition here is that larger parallel stages are better than many
small ones due the need of communication of data between these stages. Unfortunately,
their experiments are centered on only two benchmarks (from the PARSEC suite): Ferret
and Dedup.
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Lee et al. [57, 58] propose MCRingBuffer, a shared ring buffer that embeds a lock-
free, cache-efficient synchronization mechanism and hence can speed up the access to
shared data in multicore architectures. The proposed algorithm is a Single Producer -
Single Consumer lock-free queue that uses batch access to control variables to mitigate
false sharing and cache contention. To achieve that they divide the control structure of
the queue in four parts: (i) shared control variables; (ii) producer control variables; (iii)
consumer control variables; and (iv) constant variables. Padding bytes are inserted among
these groups to keep them in different cache lines, thus preventing false sharing to occur
due to changes in the consumer/producer control variables. Nevertheless, they argue that
only padding is not sufficient and that producer and consumer should not frequently read
each other private control variables. To avoid it they propose that each one should have
a copy of the other’s private control variables, which are updated in batch mode. They
evaluate the approach against Lamport BasicRingBuffer [56] and FastForward [34] and
show that MCRingBuffer has a throughput up to 5x larger than the other approaches.
We used MCRingBuffer for all experiments we report on this text.
Jablin et al. [46] explain the mechanism behind the Liberty Queue (L-Queue) - the
Single Producer Single Consumer (SPSC) software queue implementation used by the
Princeton Research Group that proposed DSWP [66], PS-DSWP [78], DOMORE [42],
Parcae [77], DOALL for Clusters [49]. In this paper they describe the challenges to port
the L-Queue implementation from x86-64 to IA-64. They also show the performance of
L-Queue (in gigabytes/s) when compared to other implementations - specifically FastFor-
ward [34] - in seven different machines. The L-Queue implementation was tuned to the
compiler and hardware used in their previous experiments. The most similar queue to
L-Queue is MCRingBuffer. Like MCRingBuffer, the L-Queue updates shared variables
infrequently (shared between the producer and consumer) to prevent cache line trashing;
this is implemented by updating shared variables only when a batch of elements have
been produced or consumed to/from the queue. However, Liberty Queues goes further
and uses SSE instructions to prefetch elements from the queue. They use characteristics
specific to the compiler code generation/scheduling to elide the use of barrier between
stores/loads and memory updates. The performance of the queue is about 1 GB/s.
Preudhomme et al. [73] propose a simple approach for reducing access contention and
false-sharing in software inter-core queues. Their proposed approach, called Clustered
Software Queue (CSQ), uses batch updates to the queue to further decouple producer
and consumer access to the queue. The idea is to partition the queue space in two and
make each of the actors work on a different portion of the queue. That is, while the
producer is enqueuing items in one part, the consumer would be removing items from the
other cluster. The idea does not seem quite different from what MCRingBuffer and other
approaches do, which is basically artificially creating some distance between the indexes
where the producer and consumer are working. Furthermore, it seems that this approach
would not perform very well when the stages are very imbalanced. They compare the
approach against FastForward, MCRingBuffer and inter-process communication. They
argue that their approach is better than the others due to its simple implementation and
use of fewer control variables. Chen et al. [18] describe a similar algorithm, the novelty
of the paper is that the algorithm is intended for weakly-ordered memory models.
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Lee et al. [59] describes an approach to speedup queue operations by using hardware
mechanisms. The authors argue that current software implementations of Single Pro-
ducer - Single Consumer queues have a large instruction footprint and based on that they
propose to augment the processors Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) with instructions
that can manipulate RAM-backed queues. Such queues would reside in user-level memory
and not require any support from the operating system. The queue management algo-
rithm proposed to be implemented in the hardware is the previously mentioned MCRing-
Buffer. They implemented the suggested approach on a simulator and compared it with
three other approaches to manage queues: Lamport algorithm [56], FastForward [34] and
MCRingBuffer. The hardware accelerated queue could significantly outperform the other
approaches.
Luff et al. [60] propose a different, albeit similar, approach to improve software inter-
core queue efficiency. They propose to augment processors ISA with a single new instruc-
tion, called StRemote, which would receive three parameters: (1) a word of data to be
copied; (2) a destination core ID and; (3) a destination core memory address. The se-
mantic is to copy the data word to the memory location indicated in the parameter. The
idea is that the producer core will insert this instruction directly into the consumer core
instruction stream which will eventually make the instruction execute and therefore bring
the data from the producer core to the consumer core cache. The goal is to act like a data
prefetcher. When the consumer core needs the data, it will be already present in its pri-
vate cache. They use an architectural simulator to study how well this approach performs
against MCRingBuffer when both are used to enable execution of programs parallelized
with DSWP. Their results show that the new approach has a latency much smaller than
MCRingBuffer, however the increase in the pipeline throughput is small. The proposed
approach outperforms MCRingBuffer only when the stages are highly imbalanced.
Rul et al. [83] present a framework for finding pipeline parallelization opportunities.
The tool consists of a two-step approach. The first step instruments the code to collect
profiling information, that is basically execution counts and materialized data depen-
dences. Based on this profiling information they present to the programmer a collection
of loops that can be parallelized with DOALL, DSWP or PS-DSWP with their respective
expected speedups; the programmer is then responsible for choosing which loops should
be parallelized. They identify which loop can be parallelized based on the profile informa-
tion and looking for patterns of “pipeline-able” loops on the loop PDG - i.e., how many
stages are there in the loop? Are they small? They compare the number of parallelizable
loops that their framework finds and the number of loops found by a static compiler. As
expected, their framework finds more parallelizable loops. In general, no speedup is per-
ceived in loops parallelized only with DSWP. The real speedup comes from parallelizing
using algorithms such as PS-DSWP loops that have some parallel stage that represents a
large fraction of the loop body. They do not clarify some relevant detail of their approach,
leaving open questions like: (a) which queue was used? (b) how many stages were used
to parallelize the loops; or even (c) how many loops were parallelized in the programs?
The work done by Thies et al. [87] presents some quite interesting results. The pa-
per argues that the data communication in streaming applications is stable during the
execution of the program and across different executions. Based on this observation they
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propose a tool for profiling the data dependences of an application (using small test in-
puts) and use the profiling information to construct a pipeline parallel loop that can
execute larger input sets. That is, they show that the data dependence pattern observed
in the test input is the same as in the larger input sets.
Pingali et al. [70] makes a series of claims about the limits of the dependence graph to
represent data dependences of irregular structured applications. Their main claim is that
many data dependence are functions of dynamically generated data (or program input)
and thus are hard to model statically. Another drawback of the dependence graph comes
from the fact that it cannot represent commutative execution order. To address this he
authors introduce a new data-centric way of viewing the parallelism in loops. Basically,
the programming model they propose analyze the dependences of a given region based on
the format of the data structure the region access.
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Chapter 3
Batched DOACROSS
This chapter presents Batched DOACROSS (BDX), an algorithm that capitalizes on the
advantages of both, DOAX and DSWP, while minimizing their deficiencies.
3.1 The BDX Execution
Before moving into detail, we can shortly state that BDX explores parallelism in a manner
like a combination of DOAX and DSWP. In its first three steps BDX is like DSWP as
it: (a) constructs the PDG of the loop to be parallelized; (b) identify SCCs; and (c)
group SCCs into stages. In the remaining steps BDX resembles DOACROSS as it: (a)
executes SCCs; and (b) forward loop-carried dependences between threads. Moreover,
BDX employs the idea of executing each stage in batching mode to reduce the amount of
communication and synchronization required to execute the loop.
To detail the workings of BDX and for the sake of simplicity please consider the same
example of linked-list traversal presented in Fig. 2.1a (Chapter 2) which divides the loop
into stage A that traverses the list and stage B that updates the value of each list record.
When parallelizing a loop with BDX the number of threads executing the loop is equal
to the number of stages in which the loop was partitioned. Moreover, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.1, both stages A and B are present in the code of every thread, and each thread
executes each stage in turn. Appendix D shows a complete version of the BDX parallelized
version of the example loop. Parallelism occurs because during steady state execution of
the parallelized loop each thread runs a different stage. In the discussed example, two
threads each containing the code of Fig. 3.1 are running in parallel but while one of
them execute stage A the other is executing stage B and vice-versa. In this example
the communication between stages A and B occurs by means of a buffer BdxBufferPtrA
which is indexed using two index variables IdxA in stage A and IdxB in stage B.
The parallelization scheme of the BDX takes care of minimizing stage communication,
and is explained in detail below with the help of Fig. 3.2a, a detailed version of Fig. 2.3d.
There are two types of communication that a loop parallelization algorithm (that as-
sumes a pipelined execution model) needs to handle: (a) communication of loop-carried
dependence(s) between threads; and (b) communication of regular loop-independent de-
pendences that need to be communicated from one stage to another.
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acquire(&StageA_Lock);
i0:     ptr = Sptr;
i1:    while (IdxA < BS && ptr = ptr->next)
i2:         BdxBufferPtrA[IdxA++] = ptr;
i3:    OriginalLoopCondition = (ptr != Null);
i4:     Sptr = ptr;
              
release(&StageA_Lock);
acquire(&StageB_Lock);
i1:    while (IdxB < IdxA) {
i2:       ptr = BdxBufferPtrA[idxB++];
i3:       ptr->val = ptr->val + 1;         
        }
release(&StageB_Lock);
while (OriginalLoopCondition == True) {
     int IdxA = 0, IdxB = 0;
}
Figure 3.1: BDX Parallelized
Each stage of the loop has potentially many loop-carried dependence(s); at least one
associated to the induction variable of the loop. To migrate execution of a stage from
one thread to another, it is necessary to communicate the last value of the loop-carried
dependence(s), so the destination thread has information of which iteration it should
resume execution of the loop. Shared variable(s) for all combinations of stage and loop-
carried variable(s) are used to do that. This is illustrated by the rectangles on the top
of the dashed line between the two threads of Fig. 3.2a. In this example only one shared
variable (Sptr) is required, since there is only one loop-carried variable (the loop induction
variable) and it is used only in the first stage. The dashed line marks the expensive inter-
core communication boundary between cores.
Loop-independent dependences also need special attention. These dependences exist
between instructions of the same iteration in the original sequential loop (e.g., depen-
dence between A1 and B1 in Fig. 3.2a). In the original serial loop these dependences
are communicated through registers or through private caches, but they are all produced
and consumed inside the same iteration of the loop. In DOAX such dependences do not
cross thread boundaries, while in DSWP they are communicated using queues. Since each
iteration of a stage may produce different values to supply these dependences, and BDX
executes several iterations of one stage before starting execution of another one, a single
variable is not enough to store these dependences. Because of that, BDX maintains a
thread-local buffer for each loop-independent dependence in each stage that produce data
that might be consumed by a later stage. In Fig. 3.1 there is only one buffer, which is
called BdxBufferPtrA, and is associated with the variable ptr produced by stage A. In
Fig. 3.2a the BdxBufferPtrA is represented by an array of rectangles beside each thread.
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When later the thread starts executing a different stage and it needs to consume data
to fulfill a loop-independent dependence, the stage will use its induction variable to index
the buffer used to store values for that variable in the stage that is the source of the
dependence. Notice, that all stages in a thread execute the same number of iterations.
In Fig. 3.1 stage B will use its induction variable, called IdxB, to index into the stage A
local buffer for the loop-independent dependence of Ptr, that is, BdxBufferPtrA.
Parallel-Stage Batched DOACROSS. There is one simple optimization for the BDX
parallelization scheme presented above that can produce a considerably performance im-
provement under a certain common scenario. During the process of parallelization, the
loop is split in several stages based on the SCCs of the PDG. It may happen that some
of these stages do not have any loop-carried dependence(s). If that happens it means
that portion of the loop may be executed in parallel without any race condition. There-
fore, for those stages, it is possible to omit the synchronization directives that restrict
to only one thread executes that stage at a time. This simplification itself may produce
some small improvement because it is less code to be executed and less communication
happening between the threads. However, this characteristic also enables an important
optimization: it makes it possible to execute the loop with a higher number of threads
than in the basic BDX scheme. As mentioned before, in the basic parallelization scheme
the number of threads executing the loop is equal to the number of stages in the loop -
because each thread will execute a different stage in parallel. However, if a stage may be
executed by more than one thread the whole loop may be executed by a higher number of
threads. The optimum number of threads executing the stage (and therefore the loop) is
dependent on the relative size of the parallel stage(s) and the sequential one and therefore
will be different for each loop. We call PS-BDX the parallelization scheme that exploit
this characteristic of the loops.
3.1.1 BDX Execution Flow
This section describes in detail the execution of a BDX parallelized version of the example
loop shown in Fig. 3.1 starting from its very first iteration. Please notice that only stage
A has loop-carried dependences (variable ptr) and this variable is communicated between
threads through the shared variable Sptr. To support the following explanation, please
consider Figures 3.2 (a) – (f). Note that, in this example only two threads are used,
each represented by two rectangles labeled An and Bn, where n is the thread number.
The vertical dotted line is used to emphasize that these threads might be executing on
different cores. In the figure, dark colors represent a stage execution or buffer operation;
Arrows indicate memory transferences and, numbers on arrows define the sequence in
which operations take place. Operations that occur in parallel have the same number.
• Initially, in Fig. 3.2b, the first thread executes as many iterations of A1 as the
size of the batch and stores the dependences of stage B1 into the batch buffer
BdxBufferPtrA.
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(a) BDX stages and communication.
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(b) A1 generates batch and loop-carried.
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(c) A2 (B1) generates (consumes) batch.
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(d) A1 (B2) generates (consumes) batch
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(e) BDX enters steady-state.
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(f) BDX in steady-state execution.
Figure 3.2: BDX execution flow example.
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• When the first thread finishes executing A1, it then communicates, through shared
variable Sptr, the last value of its loop-carried variable and releases the second thread
to execute a batch of A2.
• Now on Fig. 3.2c, the second thread, once released to execute stage A2, reads the
latest value of that stage loop-carried variable Sptr.
• The second thread executes a whole batch of stage A2 and in the process fills-in its
local version of BdxBufferPtrA.
• The second thread writes Sptr with the value of the last loop-carried variable it
computed, so that stage A1 can later resume execution on the first thread.
• Still on Fig. 3.2c, the first thread, after releasing the second thread to execute stage
A2, starts the execution of stage B1 and reads-in the loop-independent dependences
from the local buffer BdxBufferPtrA. Note that, after this point, both threads are
already executing useful work in parallel.
• Continuing now on Fig. 3.2c, the first thread returns to execute stageA1 and before it
starts it reads the latest value of the stage loop-carried variable from BdxBufferPtrA.
• The first thread starts again the computation of A1 and stores into BdxBufferPtrA
the value of loop-independent dependences for later consumption in stage B1.
• The first thread finishes executing A1 and then updates the latest value of the shared
variable Sptr, after that, when the second thread finishes executing stage B2, it may
return to execute stage A2.
• While the first thread starts executing stage A1, the second thread also go for
executing stage B2 and so it reads the stage loop-carried dependence information
from variable Sptr.
Finally, BDX enters steady state, and for the following iterations, Fig. 3.2e and
Fig. 3.2f, it keeps switching the execution between A2 in parallel to B1, and A1 in parallel
to B2. The execution of the loop will finish once sufficient batches have been executed to
satisfy the original condition of the serial loop - which is replicated in the condition of the
first stage. Please notice that, the case where the number of iterations is not a multiple of
the batch size is not a problem, since the condition to finish the loop is that all iterations
have been executed and not based on number of batches executed. Moreover, once a
thread detects that all loop iterations have been executed it still releases the next thread
to continue execution of the loop. This second thread will also notice that all iterations
have been executed and then quit the execution of the loop. The main thread, has also a
portion of code to wait for all threads to notice that all iterations of the loop have been
executed.
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3.2 BDX Comparative Analysis
At this point, it is important to make some distinctions clear. While DOACROSS com-
municates each loop-carried dependence at each iteration, BDX only communicates them
after a batch of iterations has been computed. This batched mode is what enables BDX to
amortize the communication latency in processors with deep cache hierarchies. BDX also
differs from DSWP with respect to communication. While BDX keeps loop-independent
variables in a thread-local buffer, DSWP uses an inter-thread queue to communicate them.
Interesting enough, the number of loop-carried variables typically is much smaller than
the number of loop-independent variables (See Table 4.2). This observation is a central
idea which helps BDX to reduce communication overhead.
As explained above, BDX splits the sequential loop body into stages. All stages are
present in each thread and the algorithm tries to overlap their execution in time. In the
case discussed in the previous section, the original loop was split in two stages, though it
can be generalized for more than two stages/cores. Each thread simultaneously executes
two batches of iterations (one for each stage), containing BS iterations each (BS is the size
of the batch-buffer), before communicating the loop-carried dependences and switching
execution to another stage.
BDX uses a synchronization mechanism very like the one used by DOACROSS, i.e.,
busy-waiting on a shared flag, and thus the basic comm-instr and mem-instr costs would,
in principle, be very similar. Nevertheless, contrary to DOACROSS, loop-carried de-
pendences are communicated only after a batch of iterations has been completed, and
thus comm-instr and mem-instr costs are amortized across BS iterations (see Table 2.1).
Moreover, unlike DSWP, that communicates all the inter-stage dependences - for all it-
erations, BDX only communicates stage loop-carried dependences, every BS iterations.
As the number of loop-carried dependences is small (usually a single induction variable),
communication is reduced considerably.
Some further considerations are required to fully understand BDX potential and lim-
itations. First, since BDX tries to exploit parallelism by having each thread execute
a different stage simultaneously, the maximum number of threads possible in the sys-
tem is equal to the number of stages in which the loop was partitioned. Notice that
stages are SCC, which cannot be further parallelized unless they have no loop-carried
dependences. Thus, if stages are DOALL they can be further parallelized, similarly as in
PS-DSWP [66, 75, 76]. Of course, additional stage parallelization could also be achieved
by using speculative execution and is something that we plan to investigate in the future.
The second issue on BDX is related to the definition of the size of the batch buffer (BS).
Notice that for uncountable loops it is not possible to statically determine the size of the
batch buffer, though empirical experiments showed that batch buffers from 50 – 100 iter-
ations produce good results (See Section 4.2). DSWP does not suffer directly from this
problem, but it also needs to specify the size of the queue. Nevertheless, as mentioned
before, it considerably suffers from overhead maintaining its queue (See Section 4.3). In
general, parallelizing loops which are small or which have small trip-counts does not pay
off for any parallelization algorithm, and should be avoided. The third issue is load bal-
ancing. The potential speed up produced by BDX, DOACROSS and DSWP is limited
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by the execution time of the largest stage, since they are all pipelining algorithms. More-
over, load balancing is a typical problem in parallel programming, and is not specific to
any of these algorithms. Therefore, the amount of parallelism created by all three algo-
rithms is limited by the same main factors: number of stages, size of the loop/stages and
load balancing. This suggest that an efficient mechanism to handle inter thread/stage
communication will be a key factor to differentiate the performance of each algorithm.
3.3 BDX Code Generation
In this section we present the algorithm used to perform the code generation of BDX and
discuss a few implementation detail.
Algorithm 1 shows BDX code generation algorithm. As mentioned previously the
algorithm idea is to split the target loop in a list of stages, each of these stages being a
collection of SCCs of the target loop PDG. Note that each of these stages may contain one
or more SCCs. In general, each stage has at least one loop-carried dependence, however,
there are some cases where a stage does not have a loop-carried dependence; in this case
we call that stage a parallel stage and the loop is parallelized using the BDX variant called
PS-BDX. Of course, at least one stage must have at least one loop-carried dependence,
otherwise the loop would be an embarrassing parallel DOALL for which parallelism is
trivial.
The algorithm input is the Control Flow Graph (CFG) of the loop region to be par-
allelized. The first step in the Algorithm 1 (Line 3) is to construct the PDG of the loop.
As mentioned before, this graph contains both, the data and the control dependences of
the loop to be parallelized and therefore it has all information needed to determine which
portion of the loop may execute in parallel with each other. Note that this graph also
contains all information regarding loop-independent and loop-carried dependences.
The second step in the algorithm (Line 4) is to construct what we call “DAG of SCCs”,
which is a digraph constructed from the PDG, where each SCC was collapsed into a single
node with all incoming and outgoing edges adjusted properly. For instance, it is common
to have a SCC containing the instruction to increment the induction variable as well as
the instruction(s) to compute the loop execution condition, during the construction of the
“DAG of SCCs” all nodes of the PDG representing these instructions will be grouped into
a single node.
As the name suggests the “DAG of SCCs” is a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) and by
definition it does not contain any cycles. This characteristic is quite important for the
third step of Algorithm 1 (pipeline creation), because it enables us to create a precise
topological order of the nodes. For instance, we can take the root node of the graph and
consider it as the first stage in the pipeline and then all nodes that have incoming direct
edges from the first stage will form the second stage and so on. The goal of the third step
of Algorithm 1 (Line 5) is to implement this and create a sequence of stages by grouping
together adjacent nodes of the “DAG of SCCs”. Note that, each of these stages may have
self-edges, which represent loop-carried variables. They also may have edges coming from
preceding stages, however stages must not be grouped when a stage has an incoming edge
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Algorithm 1: Batched DOACROSS Algorithm
Input : Control Flow Graph of the loop region to be parallelized.
Output: Control Flow Graph of the parallelized loop.
1 Function BDX(Digraph cfg) is
/* Store loop information such as increment step and condition */
2 LoopInfo li = ExtractLoopInfo(cfg);
3 Digraph pdg = ConstructPDG(cfg);
4 Digraph dag = CollapseSCCs(pdg);
/* HInfo contains info about which SCCs to group together. */
5 Digraph pipeline = ConstructPipeline(dag, HInfo);
/* Iterate over stages in the order they appear on the pipeline */
6 foreach stage in pipeline.nodes() do
/* Transform the stage into a loop. */
7 promote_stage_to_loop(stage, li, BDXBatchSize);
/* Add locks to control which thread can execute the stage */
8 add_stage_synchronization(stage, pipeline.nodes().size());
/* Iterate over loop-carried dependences */
9 foreach edge in pipeline.self_edges() do
10 create_shared_var(edge.label);
11 add_copy_from_shared(stage, edge.label);
12 replace_use_local(stage, edge.label);
13 add_copy_to_shared(stage, edge.label);
14 end
/* Iterate over loop-independent, incoming edges. */
15 foreach edge in stage.incoming_edges() do
16 replace_to_use_buffer(stage, edge);
17 end
/* Iterate over loop-independent, outgoing edges. */
18 foreach edge in stage.outgoing_edges() do
19 create_buffer(stage, edge, BDXBatchSize);
20 replace_to_use_buffer(stage, edge);
21 end
22 end
/* Adjust surrounding loop to execute batches repeatedly. */
23 adjust_surrouding_loop(pipeline, li);
/* Reconstruct the Loop CFG using the PDG. */
24 return ReconstructCFG(pipeline);
25 end
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from a further stage (a stage closer to the end of the pipeline), since this would form a
cycle. In other words, edges are only allowed in one direction: from the beginning to the
end of the pipeline.
Since the BDX algorithm is based on the cooperation of batches and threads to execute
all iterations of the original loop, each stage needs to be transformed in a loop that executes
a fixed number of iterations; of course, this number needs to be smaller than the total
number of iterations of the original loop. This is like what is done in Loop-Tiling [1].
Implicit here is the number of threads that will execute the parallel loop, which should
be equal to the number of stages into which the loop was split. Therefore, if we have NS
stages there will be NS threads and each of them will execute a different stage at any
time. When a thread finishes executing a batch for a stage it starts the execution of the
batch for the next stage and so on.
Line 6 of Algorithm 1 starts the more complicated part of the algorithm, which is the
one that applies all transformations needed to create each stage. This involves batching
(Line 7), synchronization (Line 8), handling dependence communication (Lines 9 − 14)
and loop-independent dependence buffering (Line 15 − 21). We assume here that stages
are iterated in the order that they appear on the pipeline.
The function call at line 7 has for goal to transform a stage into a smaller version of
the original loop that iterates for the size BS of the batch_buffer ; this is specified by the
parameter BDXBatchSize in Algorithm 1. What this step does is effectively surround the
stage with a loop that executes from 0 up to BDXBatchSize - 1 or until the loop ending
condition is met.
The function call at line 8 is used to add synchronization instructions surrounding the
stage so that no two threads execute the same stage in parallel - with the exception of the
case where the stage is parallel. A straightforward way to implement this synchronization
is to use an array of flags, where each position holds the ThreadId of the thread that can
execute the stage.
After a stage has been transformed into a loop and have synchronization directives
added what remains is to add instructions to handle the communication of dependences
from one stage to another (loop-independent ones) and the loop-carried dependences that
need to be communicated from one stage to itself, but executing on a different thread.
At line 9 we handle self-edges, that is, edges that are from a stage to itself and represent
loop-carried dependences. As explained in the previous section, these dependences are
communicated through a variable that is shared among all threads. Therefore, at line 10,
a function is called that will create a shared variable for each self-edge of the stage. At
line 11 instructions are added, just before the first instruction of the stage, to copy data
from these shared variables to local private variables. This is done so that when a thread
is about to start the execution of a new batch of iterations it will copy the values of all
loop-carried variable from the shared variables to local variables, which may happen to
be stored in registers. After that, at line 12, the stage is modified to use these local copies
instead of the original variables of the loop.
At line 13 instructions to do the opposite process are inserted just after the last
instruction of the stage. Once a thread finishes executing an iteration batch it needs
to copy the contents of the loop-carried dependences from the local variables to shared
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memory, so that the next thread that will execute that stage has access to the most recent
data and can continue execution after the last iteration was ran by the previous thread.
At line 15 the algorithm iterates over the incoming edges to the stage, that is edges
that are from loop-independent dependences. These dependences are data produced by a
previous stage, not necessarily an immediate stage, but some stage earlier in the pipeline.
The function call at line 16 will change the stage so that instead of using the original
variables for these dependences it will copy the data from a local buffer from the producer
stage of that dependence. This buffer is indexed using the iteration number; For instance,
if the consumer stage executing iteration i needs to consume variable A that has been
produced by a previous stage it will index the producer buffer for variable A at position i
to fetch the data. At the end of this call all uses of loop-independent variables produced
by a previous stage will be replaced by accesses to local buffers.
In an analogous way, at line 18, we iterate over all edges that are outgoing from the
stage, that is loop-independent dependences that this stage act as a producer. Those
represent writes to variables that will be read by a subsequent stage. It is important to
note that these writes need to match a read for the same iteration. For instance, whenever
a stage is executing a batch of iterations it will produce a different value for the variable
in each iteration, the consumer stage, will also execute the same batch of iterations and
it will read the respective data produced in each iteration of the producer stage. The
function call at line 19 is responsible for creating the buffer to store these variables and
the call at line 20 transforms the stage so that instead of writing to the original variables
of the dependences it will write to the stage’s local buffer specific to each variable.
It is important to note that the local buffers must have enough space to store values
for each iteration of the producer stage. In terms of implementation this means that the
buffer should have a size equal to the number of iterations in the batch. Also note that
these buffers are specific to the producer stage; if another stage later produce the same
variable it will write to its own local buffer.
Finally, at line 23, the induction variable is adjusted to change the loop from executing
iterations one by one to execute in steps equal to BDXBatchSize. At line 24 the CFG of
the new loop is created and returned.
For the conclusion of Algorithm 1 one last thing remains to be done: the insertion of
code to create threads. What we did in our implementation was to insert the transformed
code into a function that represents the parallel loop and then make each new thread
execute this new function. The original code of the serial loop must also be replaced
with the code produced by the Algorithm 1, so that the main thread also participates in
the execution of the loop. Therefore, if the loop was partitioned in NS stages, NS − 1
new threads will be created to assist the main thread to execute the loop in parallel.
In our implementation, we create these new threads at the beginning of the program
execution. Since the parallel loop might be executed many times we also added code to
the new threads to activate and deactivate them whenever a new visit to the parallel loop
happens. This toggle mechanism was implemented using a shared flag variable in which
the new threads busy-wait to check whether or not it should starts the execution of the
loop again.
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3.3.1 BDX in CLang + OpenMP
The code generation algorithm just described is being implemented in Clang+LLVM by
another student of our research laboratory. The idea is to extend the specification and
an implementation of OpenMP to enable the programmer to choose between different
algorithms for loop parallelization, particularly the user will also be able to choose BDX
and PS-BDX.
Listing 3.1 shows the example loop (See Figure 2.1a) annotated with an OpenMP
pragma. Please notice that, in this version the user could employ the new clause use to
tell the compiler to parallelize the loop using BDX or PS-BDX and use a batch size of 50
iterations.
The latest versions of the OpenMP Specification [64] has gradually added support for
parallelization of DOACROSS loops by adding new clauses such as ordered and sections.
Using these clauses the user can specify regions (may be understood as stages) of the loop
that should be executed in loop iteration order and convey to the compiler important
data dependency information. We believe that this corroborate with this thesis on the
importance to parallelize DOACROSS loops and to let the programmer experiment with
different parallelization algorithms.
1 #pragma OMP parallel f o r use ( bdx : 5 0 )
2 whi le ( ptr = ptr−>next ) {
3 ptr−>val = ptr−>val + 1 ;
4 }
Listing 3.1: Illustration of example loop annotated with OpenMP+BDX
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
In this chapter, we show results of experiments we have carried out to characterize the
performance of BDX and PS-BDX in comparison to that of DOAX, DSWP and PS-
DSWP. In the first section, we present the methodology used in the experiments. Next,
in Section 4.2 we make a thorough analysis of BDX’s sensibility to its main parameters:
stage size and batch size. Then, in Section 4.3 we show results quantifying the fraction of
parallelized loops execution time spent in handling communication. Next, in Section 4.4
we show how the underlying architecture features can affect the performance of parallelized
programs. Subsequently, we show that batching is an effective way to mitigate inter-thread
communication overhead and reduce false-sharing. Finally, we show the best speedup
obtained by each algorithm and analyze the performance improvements obtained from
the applications.
4.1 Methodology
For the sake of analyzing the performance of the algorithms across different modern
architectures all experiments were run on two target architectures (Intel and ARM);
detailed information of these architectures is shown in Table 4.1. Programs were manually
parallelized and compiled with GCC 4.8 (Cross GCC 4.6) with optimizations set at O3,
and hardware floating point support enabled. Profiling information was collected using
Intel VTune, Linux Perf and ARM Streamline.
Intel ARM
Processor Intel Ivy Bridge ARM A9 MPCore
Core Count 4 Cores (8 HT Cores) 4 Cores
Clock Frequency 3.40GHz 1.4GHz
Cache L1I and L1D 32KB, 32KB 32KB, 32KB
Cache L2 256KB 128KB
Cache L3 8MB N/A
RAM Memory 8GB 1GB
Operating System Ubuntu 14.04 Android 4.1.2
Table 4.1: Target architectures detail.
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Program Stages SccCar InScc SEQ BDX DOAX DSWP
Ferret S-S 0†-0† 3 140 148 177 462
Bodytrack S-S 0†-0ψ,† 2 513 614 641 903
Bzip2 S-S 1†-1† 2 24 46 64 104
S-S 1†-1† 2 21 51 55 98
Hmmer P-S 0-1 1 67 106 91 135
Mcf S-P 1-0 3 31 36 63 118
H263Dec P-S 0-1 10 95 139 131 248
P-S 0-1 6 109 156 146 287
KS S-P 4-0 4 147 198 183 317
Otter S-P-S 1-0-3 1 124 168 152 172
Rotate S-P-S 1-0-1 1 237 307 297 264
Rot-CC S-P-S 1-0-1 1 206 300 298 267
Ray-Rot S-P-P-P-S 1-0-0-0-1 1 291 322 365 318
RGBYUV S-P-P-S 1-0-0-1 1 128 320 198 155
† This stage performs I/O operations.
ψ The state of this stage is stored in a complex object.
‡ Function inline was applied in this loop.
Table 4.2: Characteristics of Parallelized Programs and Their Loops. The SccCar column
shows how many loop-carried dependence each stage has. The InScc column shows the
maximum number of loop-independence dependences between two stages. The number
of x86 instructions of the parallelized loop is shown, for each algorithm and loop, in
the last four columns.
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Program Input Loop* % Exec Visits/TC L-Balancing
Ferret Large Loop-1 99% 1 / 256 16% 84%
Native Loop-1 99% 1 / 3500 10% 90%
Bodytrack Large Loop-1 92% 1 / 4 12% 88%
Native Loop-1 92% 1 / 260 15% 85%
401.Bzip2 Ref—pro Loop-1 79% 3 / 58721 10% 90%
Loop-2 21% 3 / 58721 90% 10%
Ref—sou Loop-1 84% 3 / 58721 10% 90%
Loop-2 16% 3 / 58721 90% 10%
Ref—tex Loop-1 92% 3 / 58721 10% 90%
Loop-2 8% 3 / 58721 90% 10%
456.Hmmer Ref–Swi Loop-1 94% ~45M / 300 39% 61%
Ref–Ret Loop-1 87% ~277M / 100 40% 60%
Train Loop-1 92% ~40M / 100 40% 60%
Test Loop-1 57% ~15M / 10 65% 35%
429.Mcf Ref Loop-1 47% ~21M / 300 90% 10%
Train Loop-1 34% ~750K / 300 90% 10%
Test Loop-1 45% ~234K / 300 85% 15%
H263Dec Large Loop-1 58% ~69M / 704 44% 56%
Loop-2 34% ~42M / 576 59% 41%
Medium Loop-1 57% ~23M / 704 43% 57%
Loop-2 33% ~14M / 576 59% 41%
Small Loop-1 57% ~2,3M / 704 45% 55%
Loop-2 33% ~1,4M / 576 62% 38%
KS KL-5 Loop-1 99% 7750 / 5271 8% 92%
Otter Two-Inv Loop-1 32% 990k / 327 2% 94% 4%
Rotate Berlin-Garten Loop-1 100% 1 / 9 15% 63% 22%
Rot-CC Berlin-Garten Loop-1 100% 1 / 9 16% 75% 9%
Ray-Rot Scene Loop-1 100% 1 / 24 4% 3% 82% 7% 4%
RGBYUV Berlin-Garten Loop-1 100% 1 / 10 2% 88% 9% 1%
? Loop-1/Loop-2 refers to the order they are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.3: Runtime information about the loops parallelized and their stages
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Experiments were done considering a set composed of 12 benchmark programs - 14
loops, ranging from audio decoding to image search: Ferret and Bodytrack are from
Parsec-3.0 [11], H263Dec is from Mediabench-2 [33], 401.Bzip2, 429.Mcf, 456.Hmmer are
from SPEC CPU 2006 [41], KS and Otter are from the Liberty Group [78] and Rotate,
Rot-CC, Ray-Rot and RGBYUV are from Starbench [4]. Table 4.2 shows detail about
the programs and loops that were parallelized. The first three columns of this table show
program name and information about loop partitioning in stages. Column Stages shows
in how many stages the loop was partitioned and the type of each stage (S-Sequential,
P-Parallel). The next column, SccCar, shows the number of loop-carried variables present
at each stage, and column InScc, the number of inter-SCC dependences. The last four
columns show, for each parallelization algorithm, and the serial version, the number of
x86 instructions of the parallelized loop - callee functions’ instructions were not included.
These programs were selected based on several constraints. First, we looked for pro-
grams that have hot loops1 which could be parallelized using the pipeline model. Further-
more, we also considered programs that could be portable to an ARM architecture and
have feasible memory footprints and execution times on both desktop and mobile archi-
tectures. This was done because we want to evaluate the sensitiveness of the algorithms
across different architectures and platforms.
Many programs were parallelized using two stages. This is a consequence of the small
number of (source) instructions in these loops, and the heavy use of pointers and arrays
which hinder static dependence analysis. Several stages are sequential because they have
I/O operations in their loop bodies. Nevertheless, eight of these programs contain at least
one parallel stage. One key feature frequently found in almost all loops deserves a special
attention: the number of loop-carried dependences is typically smaller than the number
of inter-SCC dependences. This insight is central to the design of BDX. By keeping inter-
SCC dependences local and only communicating loop-carried dependences, BDX reduces
the number of required communication operations.
In our experiments, we found that intrusiveness of the algorithm (i.e., how much it
modifies the source of the original loop) is an important aspect to consider when paral-
lelizing fine grained and/or imbalanced loops; particularly when the target is a mobile
architecture such as the ARM A9 MPCore. The last four columns of Table 4.2 list the
number of instructions in the body of the parallelized loop for each studied algorithm.
We consider as an estimate of intrusiveness of an algorithm the difference between the
number of instructions of the loop parallelized using that algorithm to the number of
instructions in the sequential loop body (column SEQ). That is, the more instructions
the algorithm adds the more intrusive it is. Hence, as shown in Table 4.2, BDX and
DOAX are the algorithms which add fewer instructions to the original loop and therefore
require the least changes to the original code. Usually DOAX requires fewer instructions
because it does not require instructions to manipulate buffers or update buffer indexes.
However, it requires instructions to propagate synchronization flags in both directions of
every conditional branch. DSWP considerably increases the loop body due to instructions
to manage (synchronize) the access to the inter-stage queues and to copy data. This over-
head is even more noticeable for coarse grained C++ programs that need to communicate
1Loops which account for a large share of program’s execution time.
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complex objects through the queue (this is the case of Ferret and Bodytrack).
Table 4.3 shows runtime characteristics of all programs/loops we parallelized. The first
three columns identify the loop that was parallelized; Loop-1/Loop-2 refers to the order
in which the loops were presented in Table 4.2. Column % Exec. shows the percentage of
the program execution time that the loop accounts for, while column Visits/TC presents
the number of times that the loop is executed and its trip-count (i.e., average number of
iterations). The last column, L-Balancing, shows the percentage that each stage of the
parallelized loop represents of the total loop’s execution time.
The motivation to show the data in Table 4.3 are twofold. First, it helps understand
the results that we are going to present in the next sections. For instance, one can observe
that there is a high variance on the execution time coverage, load balancing and loop trip-
count across different inputs of the same program. Thus, one can hardly expect the same
speedup across different inputs. For some programs, even balancing direction changes
(e.g., Hmmer, MCF) with different inputs. Second, these programs stress distinct aspects
of the parallelizing algorithms. Some loops are well balanced and others are imbalanced,
some loops have high trip-count/loop-visits others not. Being able to produce speedups
(or at least not hurt performance) under this situation is important when one consider
using these algorithms for automatic parallelization.
Each algorithm was applied by strictly following the algorithms presented by their
authors [22,66]. Moreover, for the sake of comparing different batching implementations,
we also show results for a “DOACROSS-Unrolled” algorithm, which consists, basically,
of statically unrolling the loop and then parallelizing it using traditional DOAX. We
will refer to this DOAX version simply as DOAX-U. Whenever we refer to DOAX batch
size or unroll factor we are referring to the number of times that the loop was unrolled
in DOAX-U. We have also experimented DSWP with several queue implementations and
optimizations; the results we show were derived using the best portable software queue im-
plementation that we found (MCRingBuffer [57]) and variable queue sizes (which change
across benchmarks).
4.2 Sensibility Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of BDX as a function of its parameters and
loop properties. The goal is to provide quantifiable results that will help a potential user
to choose BDX parameters and provide insights on how applicable the algorithm will be
in practice.
4.2.1 Batch Size and Stage Size
Figure 4.1a shows BDX performance as a function of Batch Size and Stage Size. Fig-
ure 4.1b is a close-up on the left-most lowest quadrant. Colors close to red represent
larger speedups. For this experiment a synthetic benchmark with two stages, perfectly
balanced, was used, its loop does not have any loop-carried or loop-independent depen-
dences, thus, both stages only execute its payload - which is simulated using an empty
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Figure 4.1: Performance speedup of BDX in function of batch size and stage size. Colors
closer to red represent larger speedups.
for loop. Although the loop does not have loop-carried variables, synchronization direc-
tives were still added to account for their overhead on a real-world benchmark. The loop
execute 1,000,000 iterations and the results reported are an average of 10 executions.
A first observation to notice is that BDX can produce speedups for most of the sce-
narios analyzed - larger predominance of shades of red. Notice that the largest speedup
possible in this case is 2x which is obtained with large batches and/or large stages.
We also notice that for tiny stages, around 1 to 3 instructions, the performance of
the parallel loop is very poor and a large batch size must be used. Nevertheless, even for
small stages, about 4 to 10 instructions, a small batch size (> 25) is enough to prevent
slowdowns and even produce speedups.
By analyzing Figure 4.1a (and the raw data provided in Appendix A) we see that
stage size has more impact on performance than batch size. This is the reason for the
predominance of the blue color across all the range of batch sizes in the bottom of the
figure.
One important conclusion of this experiment is that BDX can produce good speedups
if the target loop has a sufficient number of iterations to accommodate large batches
and supports a well-balanced partitioning in stages. Overall, for BDX to produce good
speed-ups, stage sizes should be larger than 40 instructions and the number of iterations
of the loop support batch sizes larger than 100 iterations. Consistent slowdowns were
only observed in extreme cases where the stage size was tiny, less than three instructions,
or the batch size is quite small, less than 10 iterations.
4.2.2 Effect of the number of Loop-Independent dependences
Figure 4.2a shows BDX performance as a function of the number of loop-independent
dependences (variables) and the number of times each variable is used.
For this experiment several synthetic benchmarks, all of them with two stages, per-
fectly balanced, were used. The only difference between these benchmarks is the number
of loop-independent variables and number of times that each variable is used. As before
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Figure 4.2: Performance speedup of BDX in function of the number of loop-independent
dependences and uses. Colors closer to red represent larger speedups.
all stages have a simulated payload and are surrounded by synchronization directives. In
this scenario the stage size was fixed at 10 and the batch size at 40 - these numbers were
chosen based on the results presented in the previous section and looking for those that
produced stable speedups. As before, each loop executes 1,000,000 iterations and the
results reported are an average of 10 executions.
For instance, the point (8, 10) is filled with a color representing the speedup of a
parallelized benchmark that contains 8 loop-independent variables where each of them is
used 10 times inside each stage. As before, colors close to red represent larger speedups.
Figure 4.2b is a close-up on the region of at most 10 variables and 10 uses.
First thing to notice is that the figure is quite symmetric - in relation to a diagonal
line from bottom-left to upper-right. This indicates that increasing the number of uses of
a variable or just increasing the number of variables and keeping the same usage affects
the performance in a comparable way.
Another observation is that the baseline configuration of these benchmarks produced
a speedup of about 1.25x - as shown in the previous section and Appendix A. However,
in this experiment, by just increasing the number of variables and/or uses, speedups as
large as 1.80x can be obtained. This suggests that when the loop has more variables
and/or uses the effect in performance is the same as if the loop had a larger number of
instructions operating on the same variables (or even registers) and can help amortize
communication overheads.
We can also observe that, contrary to what someone might argue, a substantial number
of variables or variable uses is not a problem for BDX. Indeed, for a small number of
variables - around 6 to 8 - performance is reduced, but for more variables performance
increase considerably. The explanation for this is that in the serial version of the program
the compiler can keep some of these variables in registers which produce very fast serial
execution and therefore BDX relatively performs worst since these variables now will be
stored in memory. However, when the number of variables increase the compiler cannot
keep all variables in registers for the serial version and/or must insert instructions to
handle variable spills which reduce the performance of the serial version, but on the other
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Figure 4.3: Performance speedup of BDX in function of the number of loop-dependent
dependences and uses. Colors closer to red represent larger speedups.
hand it will improve the relative performance of BDX. The bottom line is that when the
loop uses more variables than the number of available registers, and therefore the compiler
need to insert spill code, the performance of the serial program will be degraded and this
will alleviate the performance of BDX, which always uses memory to enable inter-stage
and inter-thread communication.
This result is important because it could also be argued that, since BDX uses buffers
to store these variables, accessing these variables could produce large overheads due to
indexing and locality. Results does not indicate this and in fact support the idea that the
more variables the loop uses/reuse the better the speedup. Overall, we see that for above
5 variables with 5 uses each the stage is sufficiently large to amortize communication
overhead.
4.2.3 Effect of the number of Loop-carried dependences
Figure 4.3a shows BDX performance as a function of the number of loop-dependent de-
pendences (variables) and the number of times each variable is used. For instance, the
point (6, 8) is filled with a color representing the speedup of a parallelized benchmark that
contains 6 loop-dependent variables (half in each stage, for all cases), where each of them
is used 8 times inside each stage. As before, colors close to red represent larger speedups.
Figure 4.3b is a close-up on the region of at most 10 variables and 10 uses.
For this experiment several synthetic benchmarks, all of them with two stages, per-
fectly balanced, were used. The only difference between these benchmarks is the number
of loop-dependent variables and the number of times that each variable is used. As be-
fore all stages have a simulated payload and are surrounded by synchronization directives.
Notice that in this experiment there is a real need for the synchronization directives, since
the stages have loop-carried dependences. Furthermore, instructions were inserted before
and after each stage to copy from/to the shared global variables. As in the previous ex-
periment, stage size was fixed at 10 and the batch size at 40. As before, the loop executes
1,000,000 iterations and the results reported are an average of 10 executions.
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Figure 4.4: Communication and computation execution time partitioning.
Results for this experiment also show a symmetric pattern like the one observed in
Figure 4.2a. Nevertheless, we note that there is a larger overhead for a small number
of variables/dependences as compared to results of the previous section - this is evident
by the larger fraction in blue near the bottom-left corner of the grid. Moreover, if we
compare the top-right part of Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.3a we will notice that overall
speedups obtained in this section were smaller - there is a predominance of pale colors in
the latter figure.
The larger overhead for a small number of variables/uses is a result of execution
of instructions to fetch volatile shared variables and to store them in local variables.
As a consequence a larger number of uses of the variable is necessary to enlarge the
stage size and amortize this communication overhead. Situations where there are several
loop-carried dependences but few uses of them may suggest that the static dependence
analysis was not quite precise and thus an improvement on this direction would improve
the performance of the parallel loop. Another observation worth mentioning at this point
is that usually the number of loop-carried dependences is smaller than the number of
loop-independent dependences.
Overall, by looking at Figure 4.3a one can say that good speedups can be achieved
when at least 6 uses of 6 loop dependent variables are present in the loop body.
One conclusion from this set of sensibility experiments is that increasing the size of
the stages, be it by using a larger batch size, a larger number of uses of loop-independent
or loop-dependent variables, will help to speed up the parallel loop.
4.3 Communication Overhead - Quantitative Analysis
Our first experiment in this section aims at measuring the impact of communication and
synchronization of each algorithm on the performance of parallelized applications. Fig-
ure 4.4 shows, for each parallelized loop and algorithm, the partitioning of the execution
time (i.e., cycle count) between computation and communication. The fraction at the top
of each bar represents the percentage of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) time of the
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loop spent executing instructions to communicate data and/or perform synchronization
between threads. The fraction at the bottom represents the percentage of CPU time that
the parallel version took to execute instructions corresponding to the original loop body
- that is, instructions not related to the parallelization algorithm. This information was
collected from the smaller execution time that each algorithm took to execute the paral-
lelized loops. As the figure shows, communication management is a prominent issue in
all algorithms. This experiment not only confirms that, but also enables one to compare,
side-by-side, the overhead imposed to each algorithm when dealing with communica-
tion/synchronization. Notice from the graph that the smallest communication fraction
was reached by BDX parallelized version of H263Dec which spent approximately 30% of
CPU time handling communication. Overall, BDX consistently presented the smallest
communication overhead for all programs, followed by DOAX-U. Next, we comment the
most relevant detail about each program.
For imbalanced coarse-grained benchmarks (Ferret, Bodytrack, Bzip2, Rotate, RotCC
and RgbYuv) the communication fraction is relatively smaller and approaches 50% of
the total. This can be explained by the fact that these programs are highly imbalanced.
Therefore, while one thread is executing useful work on the “heavy” stage the other thread
is essentially idle, but nonetheless keeping the CPU busy checking for synchronization.
The net effect is that the time spent in communication (mostly for synchronization) was
almost the same as the time used to perform effective computation.
Another aspect that deserves attention was that BDX and DOAX-U seemed to be
more sensitive to highly imbalanced stages. This was particularly evident in Ferret. For
the BDX and DOAX-U parallelized versions of these benchmark, we observed that the
communication time among all threads was frequently larger than the communication
time of those parallelized with DSWP. A careful analysis led us to conclude that in these
cases DSWP does a decent job of hiding communication latency, as DSWP parallelized
loops can keep one of the threads/core busy most of the time by executing the same (in
this case large) stage. However, in BDX and DOAX-U the code for all stages are present
in all threads and thus put more pressure on the caches and other hardware units that
exploit code locality.
For programs with fine granularity loops (Hmmer, MCF, RayRot and H263Dec) the
execution time of DSWP parallelized version was dominated by the cost of executing
instructions to manage the queue. Hmmer-Test was the only case where DSWP did
relatively well. However, for this input the target loop has a constant trip count of only 10
iterations which leaves little room for creating large batches and exploring BDX potential.
The Hmmer-Train’s input provides a much larger trip count and is more representative
of what happens in fine granularity loops.
Overall, among all algorithms, BDX presented the largest share of computation in
almost all benchmarks, with the biggest differences occurring in H263Dec, Hmmer and
MCF. BDX was followed by DOAX-U; since DOAX-U is an unrolled version of the original
loop, it has the potential to expose more optimizations to the compiler (and in fact we
have measured that it improved, for instance, ILP for a few cases). Nevertheless, as shown
in the next subsection, this can be adversely affected by DOAX-U increased code size.
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Figure 4.5: ARM & Intel speedups over sequential execution for BDX and DOAX-U loops.
4.4 Fast Computation vs Fast Communication
As shown in the previous section, communication/synchronization overhead account for
a large fraction of the parallelized loop execution time. Therefore, since different ar-
chitectures can have very different characteristics in terms of computational power and
communication latency, one should analyze the impact that different architectures have
in the execution of loop parallelization algorithms. In this section, we present results to
help answer that question. In this experiment, we only used BDX and DOAX-U, as they
showed the best computation/communication results of all three algorithms. Figure 4.5
presents the speedup (y axis) reached when using BDX (top row) and DOAX-U (bottom
row) to parallelize programs, when considering different batch sizes (x axis), for both
ARM (red line) and Intel (blue line) targets. For the experiment three programs were se-
lected to represent Coarse-Imbalanced (Ferret-Simlarge), Fine-Imbalanced (MCF-Train)
and Fine-Balanced (H263Dec-Small) benchmark categories.
In Figure 4.5 for fine-granularity representatives, and small values of batch size, the
speedup (of both algorithms) on the ARM architecture was greater than its counterpart
on Intel. This is probably due to the differences in communication and computation
capabilities of these two architectures, which shows up more clearly in fine-granularity
loops. The average CPI (computation) of a typical ARM core is smaller than the one
of an Intel core [13]. On the other hand, the latency to forward cache-lines during a
contested access (communication) between cores in the Intel architecture is larger than
on an ARM target [7, 45]. Therefore, for small values of batch sizes, Intel cores spend
more time doing synchronization than ARM cores. However, for bigger batch sizes the
powerful Intel processor plays a key role in the execution time than the cache coherency
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system, while an ARM core takes more time to execute the whole iteration batch. In
other words, with smaller batch sizes the number of times that the program requires to
communicate is larger, and so ARM cores perform better. On the other hand, when
the number of communication operations decrease, and the loop body is larger (coarse
grained), instruction execution capability is more important and the Intel core performs
better.
One can also measure batch size in terms of loop body size. That is, smaller batch
sizes relate to smaller loop bodies and larger batch sizes correspond to coarse granularity
loops. When analyzing the results of Figure 4.5, one can conclude that, in fact, the
number of loops that BDX and DOACROSS can successfully speedup is much larger in the
ARM architecture than in Intel. Another way to interpret these results is the following.
Given that loop parallelism demands a large amount of communication, architectures
using expensive inter-core communication, like Intel, considerably limit the applicability of
these algorithms, particularly for small loop bodies. On the other hand, loops containing
large loop bodies do sufficient work, at each iteration, to “amortize” the communication
overhead, and thus batching does not have much effect.
However, for larger batch sizes, Intel powerful processor considerably reduces the batch
execution time, while an ARM core takes more time to execute the same iteration batch.
Moreover, for larger batch sizes communication frequency decreases, further reducing its
overhead.
Finally, although overall results of both algorithms were similar, one difference was
very evident in our experiments for ARM. The DOAX-U implementation did not perform
well (mainly on ARM) when large unroll factors were applied to coarse grained loops. In
fact, as we increased batch size (see Ferret for instance) speedup decreases. The reason
is that in DOAX-U, as loop body increases (bigger batch sizes), more pressure is put
onto the instruction and unified caches, thus limiting speedup. On the other hand, unlike
DOAX-U, BDX does a form of dynamic unrolling, making its performance better for this
type of loop.
4.5 Reducing Communication Overhead
Now that we have analyzed the communication/computation trade-off in two different
architectures, one should devise ways to reduce communication overhead in such algo-
rithms. Figure 4.6 shows, again for BDX and DOAX-U (blue and red line, respectively),
the number of coherency initiated cache lines forwarded from core-to-core (y-axis, in log
scale), for several values of batch size (x-axis), when executing on Intel (top row) and
ARM (bottom row). Cache line forwarding is needed whenever a thread executing on
a core requires a cache line that is present in a private cache of another core. Usually
the cost of such operation is much smaller than the cost of fetching data from DRAM,
however it is still an operation that takes a few dozen cycles, and is usually the cause of
the communication overhead shown in Figure 4.4.
Although we show here only the number of forwarded cache lines, we observed the
same effect for several other architecture counters such as the number of memory accesses
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Figure 4.6: Number of core-to-core cache lines forwarded as a function of batch size.
and L1/L2 cache hit and misses2. Overall, the figures reveal a dramatic reduction in the
number of contested cache lines accesses, as we increase batch size.
As expected, results for BDX and DOAX-U were similar, which indicate that regard-
less of other effects, both improve performance when using batching. BDX behavior is
very similar across targets and could reduce the number of communication operations
in all programs. However, DOAX-U requires a more detailed analysis. Although static
unrolling has the potential to enable additional optimizations, the interaction of the large
loop body with the micro-architecture may also result in unpredictable effects during
program execution. For example, an increased loop body size can put more pressure on
unified cache structures (for instance ARM L2 caches). This is noticeable for loops which
originally already had large bodies (the case of Ferret). Furthermore, as mentioned before,
DOAX-U requires forwarding synchronization flags at every iteration.
4.6 Application Speedup and Overall Results
After analyzing the communication/computation trade-off of each algorithm, for architec-
tures with different memory hierarchies, and analyzing an approach to minimize communi-
cation overhead, this section shows programs’ final speedups. Figure 4.7 shows execution
time speedup obtained using each algorithm, with respect to original serial implementa-
tion, for both target architectures. Results for BDX, DSWP and DOAX-U are the best
speedups obtained after analyzing the parameters of each algorithm. The goal of this ex-
2The counters monitored were the following: Ivy Bridge: STALLS_L1D_PENDING,
STALLS_L2_PENDING, STALLS_LDM_PENDING and for ARM A9 MPCore: Data cache dependent
stall cycles (0x61) and Data Access (0x04).
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Figure 4.7: Speedup of BDX, DOAX, DOAX-U and DSWP for all programs on Intel and
ARM.
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periment is to compare how well these algorithms perform against each other and across
different architectures altogether.
Programs with coarse grained and highly imbalanced stages did not leave room for
speedups. However, stages of their loops execute enough work to amortize the overhead
of managing parallelism and, consequently, they did not suffer major slowdowns (min. of
0.98). In contrast, programs with fine grained and highly imbalanced stages (i.e., MCF)
also provided little opportunities for speedup. However, in this scenario, it is very difficult
to prevent slowdowns, since the overhead of the instructions to manage parallel execution
increases due to the small loop body/stages. In this situation, we observed that it is
important for the parallelization algorithm to keep a low instruction footprint, and thus,
BDX and DOAX-U are the best (see Table 4.3) options to minimize the potential of
slowdowns, with BDX performing better than DOAX-U overall.
As some examples, consider these four programs and their results on the Intel target:
Rotate, RgbYuv, RotCC and RayRot and Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for their characteristics.
For these programs, the performance of the four algorithms was about the same. The
program Rotate has three stages and is reasonably balanced (15%-63%-22%), as a result it
was parallelized using three threads and produced a speedup of 1.4x. The major limitation
to speedup in this program was stage imbalance. Notice that, program RotCC also has
three stages but is a bit more imbalanced (16%-75%-9%) and was parallelized the same
way, but produced a speedup of 1.2x. The program RgbYuv has four stages (2%-88%-
9%-1%) and was parallelized using four threads. However, since its largest stage (the
second one) is quite large the performance was about the same as the serial. On the other
hand, the program RayRot has five stages (3%-3%-82%-7%-3%), was parallelized with
five threads, but its largest stage (the third one) is still very small (in absolute numbers)
and therefore the final performance was 0.9x of the serial - a slowdown of 10%.
As shown, BDX performed equal, and in many cases better than all other approaches,
even for fine grained loops (Like Hmmer, MCF and H263Dec). Moreover, the performance
of BDX was the most stable across all benchmarks and when neither algorithm provided
speed up the slowdown resulting from BDX was the smallest.
When considering only the results of fine grained benchmarks for the Intel architecture,
one can see that DSWP did not perform well. Even worse was the performance of DOAX.
Nevertheless, DOAX-U could significantly improve the performance of the original DOAX,
showing speed up in several cases.
When considering all the results of the ARM target we observed that BDX minimum
speedup was 0.95 for MCF-Train. In ARM, DSWP performance improved when compared
to its performance on the Intel core, however it still performed worse than BDX and
DOAX-U. Overall the best performing algorithm was BDX, followed by DOAX-U and
then DSWP.
Figure 4.8 shows the application speedup for programs parallelized using PS-BDX
and PS-DSWP. Results are shown only for programs that have at least one parallel stage.
Consecutive parallel stages were grouped together to form only one larger stage. The
speedup in this experiment was much larger than that shown in Figure 4.7; the reason
is that PS-BDX and PS-DSWP can further improve upon BDX/DSWP by exploiting
DOALL parallelism present in some stages of the pipeline. The speedups of PS-BDX
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Figure 4.8: Application speedup of programs parallelized with PS-BDX and PS-DSWP.
Highly Imbalanced Well Balanced Fine Grain Coarse Grain
BDX X X X
DSWP X X
DOAX-U X X
Intel X X X
ARM X X X
Table 4.4: Which algorithm / architecture is best for each type of loop.
were larger than PS-DSWP because the latter suffers from the same problem as DSWP,
complex inter-core/thread communication mechanism.
Overall the only observed slowdown in this experiment was in the DSWP 2 threads
version of KS. Five (KS, Rotate, RotCC, RayRot and RgbYuv) out of seven programs
scaled well up to four threads. However, using eight threads provided only marginal im-
provement over the four threads version for most of the benchmarks: Ferret, KS, RayRot
and RgbYuv. Analyzing Rotate and RotCC we observed that the parallel stage in each
program is not sufficiently larger than the combination of the serial ones to accommodate
eight parallel threads executing useful work. The parallel stage in Rotate accounts for 63%
of the execution, which split by eight threads is not larger than the sum of the execution
time of the serial stages (37%). The same reasoning holds for Ferret and RotCC where
the parallel stage execution time is not sufficiently larger (> 8x) than the combination of
the execution time of the serial ones.
The conclusion from implementing these algorithms and analyzing their results is that
PS-BDX is considerably simpler than PS-DSWP and yet may produce improved results.
While the implementation of PS-DSWP often require the use of a Reorder Buffer to enable
communication from parallel stages to sequential stages, in PS-BDX this orchestration is
implicitly implemented due the synchronization flags. Moreover, when only two threads
are used in the pipeline, PS-BDX will certainly produce better results because PS-DSWP
will execute exactly as DSWP but PS-BDX will let the two threads overlap the execution
of the parallel stage.
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Table 4.4 shows a summary of the results presented considering two main factors:
stage balance and loop/stage granularity. DSWP performs better for imbalanced loops
since there is not much room for parallelism anyway, and DSWP keeps the communication
latency out of the critical path. On the other hand, BDX and DOAX-U are better suited
for balanced loops; in this scenario, there is room to exploit parallelism, while batching
can hide communication latency. DSWP does not perform well for well-balanced loops,
as the overhead to manage the inter core queue affects all stages.
Now consider loop body granularity. For fine grained loops, DSWP performs poorly
due to the overhead to manage its software queue. BDX and DOAX-U are able to speed
up fine-grained loops because they use batching to mitigate the costs of communication.
Nevertheless, DOAX-U is not suitable for coarse grained benchmarks as large static unroll
factors can cause adverse effects on the cache hit ratio. For coarse grained benchmarks,
BDX or DSWP are better options when compared to DOAX-U, since they do not increase
the loop body size and do a better job in amortizing communication.
As shown in Table 4.4 load balancing did not play a significant role when varying
the target architecture. However, ARM is a better target for fine grained loops since its
communication latency is low, while Intel works for large loops because, in this scenario,
a program can take advantage of its powerful cores and amortize communication costs.
Overall, the above experiments support three conclusions:
(1) Inter-core communication is central to loop parallelization. Nevertheless, neither
ARM A9 MPCore nor Intel Ivy Bridge have an ideal combination of core perfor-
mance and inter-core communication latency to support efficient parallelization of
loops using DOAX and DSWP;
(2) Overall, BDX seems to inherit the best features of the other two algorithms, by
combining the low communication overhead of DOAX-U, with the ability to deal
with large loop bodies of DSWP;
(3) This study endorses the idea that some interesting speedups could emerge if hard-
ware mechanisms are provided to support efficient inter-core communication.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Parallelization of cross-iteration dependent loops has been considered a very hard problem.
Many variations of DOACROSS, and more recently, Decoupled Software Pipeline have
been proposed to address this problem. Although these algorithms have offered solutions
for many loops, they still suffer from synchronization overheads.
We have shown that two of the most widespread modern computer architectures (Intel
Ivy Bridge and ARM A9 MPCore) do not provide a well-balanced combination of inter-
core communication latency and instruction execution capabilities. Consequently, for
small loops, the ARM A9 MPCore, due its relatively small inter-core communication
latency, provides more ground for loop parallelization than Ivy Bridge. However, the
Ivy Bridge cores are sufficiently faster than ARM A9 cores and that makes a substantial
difference for parallelization of coarse loops. The net result is that neither of the two
architectures, support the efficient parallelization of both fine and coarse loops.
We proposed a new loop parallelization algorithm, called BDX, and one extension to
this base algorithm, called PS-BDX, that can capitalize over the best features of DSWP
and DOACROSS. Our results showed that this algorithm, due to its low code footprint
and efficient communication capability, can successfully speed up loops that DOACROSS
and DSWP were not able to.
Another observation is that most hot loops found in the regular C/C++ applications
that we studied are very small loops composed of only a couple instructions and frequently
doing extensive uses of pointers. The intuition behind this is that these code regions were
already hand tuned by the programmer to its most efficient version. In this scenario, it
is quite difficult to produce speedups and even to prevent slowdowns because the process
of parallelization adds several new instructions to the loop and frequently restructure the
memory access pattern. With that in mind BDX was designed to keep the modifications
to the original loop to a minimum and uses a simplistic communication scheme.
We do not claim that BDX is the best option for all loops. On the contrary, we argue
that there is no silver bullet for this problem. However, we designed BDX to use a very
lightweight communication mechanism and thus be effective to handle communication
even in very small loops. Our results show that BDX performs comparatively better (or
at least on par) with current loop parallelization algorithms and for that reason we plan
to release an extension of the CLang compiler that enables the user to parallelize a loop
by simply annotating it with OpenMP pragmas.
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Appendix A
Speedup by Batch and Stage Size
Batch Size
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 300 400 500
S
ta
ge
S
iz
e
1 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
2 0.1 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2
3 0.2 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2
4 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3
5 0.2 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
6 0.3 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4
7 0.3 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
8 0.4 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4
9 0.4 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.2
10 0.4 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4
20 0.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3
30 0.9 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.6
40 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.4
50 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5
60 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
70 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6
80 1.2 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6
90 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.7
100 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.6
Table A.1: Results for BDX speedup in function of batch and stage size.
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Appendix B
Speedup by variable and uses
Please see next page.
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Table B.1: Results for BDX speedup in function of the number of variables and variable
uses.
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Appendix C
Serial Version of the Example Loop
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3
4 typede f s t r u c t __node__ {
5 i n t val ;
6 s t r u c t __node__∗ next ;
7 } node ;
8
9 void createList ( node ∗∗root , i n t length ) {
10 (∗ root )−>val = 0 ;
11
12 node∗∗ prev = &(∗root )−>next ;
13
14 f o r ( i n t i=1; i<length ; i++) {
15 node∗ n1 = ( node ∗) malloc ( s i z e o f ( node ) ) ;
16
17 n1−>val = i ;
18 ∗prev = n1 ;
19
20 prev = &n1−>next ;
21 }
22 }
23
24 i n t main ( ) {
25 node∗ root = ( node ∗) malloc ( s i z e o f ( node ) ) ;
26
27 createList(&root , 30) ;
28
29 node∗ ptr = root ;
30 whi le ( ptr = ptr−>next ) {
31 printf ( "Node value => %d\n" , ptr−>val ) ;
32 }
33
34 re turn 0 ;
35 }
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Appendix D
BDX Version of the Example Loop
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <pthread . h>
4
5 #de f i n e ACQUIRE( lock ) whi l e ( ( l o ck ) != MyThreadId ) ;
6 #de f i n e RELEASE( lock ) ( l ock ) = (MyThreadId+1) % TOTAL_NUM_THREADS;
7
8 #de f i n e NUM_NODES 30
9 #de f i n e TOTAL_NUM_THREADS 2
10 #de f i n e BDX_BATCH_SIZE 50
11 #de f i n e WAIT 0
12 #de f i n e ITERATE 1
13 #de f i n e FINISH 2
14
15 typede f s t r u c t __node__ {
16 i n t val ;
17 s t r u c t __node__∗ next ;
18 } node ;
19
20 v o l a t i l e node∗ Sptr ;
21 v o l a t i l e i n t bdxThreadStatus [ 2 ] ;
22 v o l a t i l e i n t StageA_Lock ;
23 v o l a t i l e i n t StageB_Lock ;
24
25 pthread_t bdx_threads [ TOTAL_NUM_THREADS ] ;
26
27 void createList ( node ∗∗root , i n t length ) {
28 (∗ root )−>val = 0 ;
29
30 node∗∗ prev = &(∗root )−>next ;
31
32 f o r ( i n t i=1; i<length ; i++) {
33 node∗ n1 = ( node ∗) malloc ( s i z e o f ( node ) ) ;
34
35 n1−>val = i ;
36 ∗prev = n1 ;
37
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38 prev = &n1−>next ;
39 }
40 }
41
42 void ∗ BDX_Thread_Source ( void ∗ _param ) {
43 i n t OriginalLoopCondition = 0 , MyThreadId = 1 ;
44 node∗ BdxBufferPtrA [ BDX_BATCH_SIZE ] ;
45
46 // //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
47 // Keep threads a l i v e u n t i l the program f i n i s h execut ion
48 // bdxThreadStatus == 0 , [ busy ] wa i t ing .
49 // bdxThreadStatus == 1 , i t e r a t e to execute the loop once .
50 // bdxThreadStatus == 2 , f i n i s h t h i s thread .
51 whi le (1 ) {
52 whi le ( bdxThreadStatus [ MyThreadId ] == WAIT ) ;
53 i f ( bdxThreadStatus [ MyThreadId ] == FINISH ) break ;
54
55 /∗ I t e r a t e over s e v e r a l batches un t i l the o r i g i n a l loop cond i t i on ←↩
i s f a l s e ∗/
56 whi le ( ! OriginalLoopCondition ) {
57 i n t IdxA = 0 , IdxB = 0 ;
58
59 /∗ Star t Stage A ∗/
60 ACQUIRE ( StageA_Lock ) ;
61 node∗ ptr = ( node ∗) Sptr ;
62
63 whi le ( IdxA < BDX_BATCH_SIZE && ( ptr && ( ptr = ptr−>next ) ) ) {
64 BdxBufferPtrA [ IdxA++] = ptr ;
65 }
66
67 Sptr = ptr ;
68 OriginalLoopCondition = ( ptr == NULL ) ;
69 RELEASE ( StageA_Lock ) ;
70 /∗ End Stage A ∗/
71
72 /∗ Star t Stage B ∗/
73 ACQUIRE ( StageB_Lock ) ;
74 whi le ( IdxB < IdxA ) {
75 ptr = BdxBufferPtrA [ IdxB++];
76 printf ( "Node value => %d\n" , ptr−>val ) ;
77 }
78 RELEASE ( StageB_Lock ) ;
79 /∗ End Stage B ∗/
80 }
81
82 bdxThreadStatus [ MyThreadId ] = WAIT ;
83 }
84 }
85
86 /∗
87 ∗ Main entry po int
88 ∗/
89 i n t main ( ) {
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90 i n t MyThreadId = 0 , threadIdHolder = 1 , OriginalLoopCondition = 0 ;
91 node∗ root = ( node ∗) malloc ( s i z e o f ( node ) ) ;
92 node∗ BdxBufferPtrA [ BDX_BATCH_SIZE ] ;
93
94 /∗ I n i t i a l i z e loop l i s t ∗/
95 createList(&root , NUM_NODES ) ;
96
97 /∗ Create other BDX threads ∗/
98 pthread_create(&bdx_threads [ threadIdHolder ] , NULL , BDX_Thread_Source , ←↩
&threadIdHolder ) ;
99
100 /∗ Set up input v a r i a b l e s to the loop ∗/
101 bdxThreadStatus [ threadIdHolder ] = ITERATE ;
102 StageA_Lock = StageB_Lock = 0 ;
103 Sptr = root ;
104
105 whi le ( ! OriginalLoopCondition ) {
106 i n t IdxA = 0 , IdxB = 0 ;
107
108 /∗ Star t Stage A ∗/
109 ACQUIRE ( StageA_Lock ) ;
110 node∗ ptr = ( node ∗) Sptr ;
111
112 whi le ( IdxA < BDX_BATCH_SIZE && ( ptr && ( ptr = ptr−>next ) ) ) {
113 BdxBufferPtrA [ IdxA++] = ptr ;
114 }
115
116 Sptr = ptr ;
117 OriginalLoopCondition = ( ptr == NULL ) ;
118 RELEASE ( StageA_Lock ) ;
119 /∗ End Stage A ∗/
120
121 /∗ Star t Stage B ∗/
122 ACQUIRE ( StageB_Lock ) ;
123 whi le ( IdxB < IdxA ) {
124 ptr = BdxBufferPtrA [ IdxB++];
125 printf ( "Node value => %d\n" , ptr−>val ) ;
126 }
127 RELEASE ( StageB_Lock ) ;
128 /∗ End Stage B ∗/
129 }
130
131 /∗ Wait a l l other threads to conf i rm they have f i n i s h e d p ro c e s s i ng ∗/
132 whi le ( bdxThreadStatus [ threadIdHolder ] != WAIT ) ;
133
134 /∗ Te l l a l l o ther threads to f i n i s h execut ion ∗/
135 bdxThreadStatus [ threadIdHolder ] = FINISH ;
136
137 /∗ Wait other threads to f i n i s h execut ion ∗/
138 pthread_join ( bdx_threads [ threadIdHolder ] , NULL ) ;
139
140 re turn 0 ;
141 }
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Appendix E
Speedup by Batch and Stage Size -
The Sources
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
3
4 i n t main ( ) {
5 r e g i s t e r i n t ans = 0 ;
6
7 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < ITERATIONS ; i++) {
8 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
9 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
10 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
11
12 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
13 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
14 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
15 }
16
17 printf ( "ans = %d\n" , ans ) ;
18
19 re turn 0 ;
20 }
Listing E.1: exp_batch_sizes-ser.cpp
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <omp . h>
4 #inc lude <i t t n o t i f y . h>
5 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
6
7 v o l a t i l e i n t __bdx_flags [ ] = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
8
9 i n t main ( ) {
10 r e g i s t e r i n t ans = 0 ;
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11
12 #pragma omp parallel f o r num_threads (2 ) schedule ( s t a t i c , 1)
13 f o r ( i n t i=0; i<ITERATIONS ; i+=BATCH ) {
14 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
15 WAIT (0 ) ;
16 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && __bdx_i < ITERATIONS ;←↩
__bdx_i++) {
17 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
18 }
19 POST (0 ) ;
20 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
21
22 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
23 WAIT (1 ) ;
24 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && __bdx_i < ITERATIONS ;←↩
__bdx_i++) {
25 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
26 }
27 POST (1 ) ;
28 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
29 }
30
31 printf ( "ans = %d\n" , ans ) ;
32
33 re turn 0 ;
34 }
Listing E.2: exp_batch_sizes-par.cpp
1 #de f i n e ITERATIONS 1000000
2
3 #i f n d e f LOAD
4 #define LOAD 10
5 #end i f
6
7 #i f n d e f BATCH
8 #define BATCH 1000
9 #end i f
10
11 #de f i n e WAIT(STG) do { whi l e (__bdx_flags [STG] != omp_get_thread_num ( ) ) ;←↩
} whi l e (0 )
12 #de f i n e POST(STG) do { __bdx_flags [STG] = (__bdx_flags [STG] + 1) % 2 ; } ←↩
whi le (0 )
Listing E.3: config.h
1 PROG_NAME=exp_batch_sizes
2
3 all : serial parallel
4
5 serial : $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp
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6 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser −DLOAD=$ ( LOAD ) ←↩
−DBATCH=$ ( BATCH ) /opt/intel/vtune_amplifier_xe_2017 . 2 . 0 . 4 99904/←↩
lib64/libittnotify . a −ldl
7
8 parallel : $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp
9 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−par −DLOAD=$ ( LOAD ) ←↩
−DBATCH=$ ( BATCH ) −fopenmp=libiomp5 /opt/intel/←↩
vtune_amplifier_xe_2017 . 2 . 0 . 4 99904/ lib64/libittnotify . a −ldl
10
11 clean :
12 rm −rf $ ( PROG_NAME )−par $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser
Listing E.4: Makefile
1 #!/ bin /bash
2
3 # Set p r e c i s i o n and format o f the Bash time command
4 export TIMEFORMAT= '%3R ' ;
5
6 # How many times the program w i l l be executed to take average
7 Reps=10;
8 Batches=(1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 ←↩
1000) ;
9 Loads=(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100) ;
10
11 # Clean the log f i l e
12 mv times . log times . log . bkp
13
14 printf " " >> times . log ;
15
16 # Print the Table ' s headers
17 f o r BSSize in ${Batches [ @ ] } ; do
18 printf " %4d" $BSSize >> times . log ;
19 done
20
21 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
22
23 f o r STSize in ${Loads [ @ ] } ; do
24 printf "%3d" $STSize >> times . log ;
25 f o r BSSize in ${Batches [ @ ] } ; do
26 make LOAD=$STSize BATCH=$BSSize 2>&1 >> /dev/null
27
28 SerAvg=0;
29 ParAvg=0;
30
31 f o r Rep in `seq $Reps ` ; do
32 # Execute the program and collect the execution time
33 Ser=$ ( time ( . / exp_batch_sizes−ser 2>/dev/null 1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
34 Par=$ ( time ( . / exp_batch_sizes−par 2>/dev/null 1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
35 # Accumulate the average parallel and serial execution time
36 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg + $Ser" | bc ; ) " ;
37 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg + $Par" | bc ; ) " ;
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38 done
39
40 # Calculate average of the serial and parallel time
41 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
42 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
43
44 # Calculate speedup
45 Speedup="$ ( echo "scale=2; $SerAvg / $ParAvg" | bc ; ) " ;
46
47 printf " %1.2 f " $Speedup >> times . log ;
48 done
49
50 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
51 done
Listing E.5: run.sh
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Appendix F
Effect of the number of
Loop-independent dependences -
The Sources
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
4
5 char names [ ] [ 3 ] = { "aa" , "bb" , " cc " , "dd" , " ee " ,
6 " f f " , "gg" , "hh" , " i i " , " j j " ,
7 "kk" , " l l " , "mm" , "nn" , "oo" ,
8 "pp" , "qq" , " r r " , " s s " , " t t " } ;
9
10 void serPrologue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
11 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( " ser−pro logue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
12
13 fprintf (fp , " r e g i s t e r i n t ans = 0 ;\ n" ) ;
14
15 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
16 fprintf (fp , " r e g i s t e r i n t %s = 0 ;\n" , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
17
18 fclose (fp ) ;
19 }
20
21
22 void serLoad ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
23 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( " ser−load . inc " , "w+" ) ;
24
25 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
26 fprintf (fp , "USE%02d(%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
27
28 fclose (fp ) ;
29 }
30
31 void serEpilogue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
32 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( " ser−ep i l o gue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
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33
34 fprintf (fp , " p r i n t f (\" ans = %%d\\n\" , ans ) ; \ n" ) ;
35
36 fclose (fp ) ;
37 }
38
39
40
41 void parPrologue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
42 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−pro logue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
43
44 fprintf (fp , " r e g i s t e r i n t ans = 0 ;\ n" ) ;
45
46 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
47 fprintf (fp , " i n t %s [%d ] ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] , BSize ) ;
48
49 fclose (fp ) ;
50 }
51
52 void parLoad ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
53 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−load . inc " , "w+" ) ;
54
55 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
56 fprintf (fp , "PUSE%02d(%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
57
58 fclose (fp ) ;
59 }
60
61 void parEpilogue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
62 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−ep i l o gue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
63
64 fprintf (fp , " p r i n t f (\" ans = %%d\\n\" , ans ) ; \ n" ) ;
65
66 fclose (fp ) ;
67 }
68
69 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗ argv [ ] ) {
70 i f ( argc < 5) {
71 fprintf ( stderr , "Usage : \ n\ t%s Ser /Par NUsos NVars [ BSize ] \ n" , argv←↩
[ 0 ] ) ;
72 exit (1 ) ;
73 }
74
75 char ∗ Type = argv [ 1 ] ;
76 i n t NVars = atoi ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
77 i n t NUsos = atoi ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
78 i n t BSize = atoi ( argv [ 4 ] ) ;
79
80 i f ( strcmp (Type , " Ser " ) == 0) {
81 serPrologue ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
82 serLoad ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
83 serEpilogue ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
84 }
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85 e l s e i f ( strcmp (Type , "Par" ) == 0) {
86 parPrologue ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
87 parLoad ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
88 parEpilogue ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
89 }
90 e l s e {
91 fprintf ( stderr , "Type not r ecogn i z ed : %s \n" , Type ) ;
92 exit (1 ) ;
93 }
94
95 re turn 0 ;
96 }
Listing F.1: exp_loop_indep_dependences-gen.cpp
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <time . h>
4 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
5
6 i n t main ( ) {
7 #include " ser−pro logue . inc "
8
9 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < ITERATIONS ; i++) {
10 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
11 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
12 #include " ser−load . inc "
13 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
14
15 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
16 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
17 #include " ser−load . inc "
18 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
19 }
20
21 #include " ser−ep i l o gue . inc "
22
23 re turn 0 ;
24 }
Listing F.2: exp_loop_indep_dependences-ser.cpp
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <omp . h>
4 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
5
6 v o l a t i l e i n t __bdx_flags [ ] = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
7
8 i n t main ( ) {
9 #include "par−pro logue . inc "
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10
11 #pragma omp parallel f o r num_threads (2 ) schedule ( s t a t i c , 1)
12 f o r ( i n t i=0; i<ITERATIONS ; i+=BATCH ) {
13 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
14 WAIT (0 ) ;
15 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i , __bdx_buf_idx = 0 ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && ←↩
__bdx_i < ITERATIONS ; __bdx_i++, __bdx_buf_idx++) {
16 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
17 #include "par−load . inc "
18 }
19 POST (0 ) ;
20 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
21
22 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
23 WAIT (1 ) ;
24 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i , __bdx_buf_idx = 0 ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && ←↩
__bdx_i < ITERATIONS ; __bdx_i++, __bdx_buf_idx++) {
25 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
26 #include "par−load . inc "
27 }
28 POST (1 ) ;
29 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
30 }
31
32 #include "par−ep i l o gue . inc "
33
34 re turn 0 ;
35 }
Listing F.3: exp_loop_indep_dependences-par.cpp
1 #de f i n e ITERATIONS 1000000
2
3 #de f i n e LOAD 10
4 #de f i n e BATCH 40
5
6 #de f i n e WAIT(STG) do { whi l e (__bdx_flags [STG] != ←↩
omp_get_thread_num ( ) ) ; } whi l e (0 )
7 #de f i n e POST(STG) do { __bdx_flags [STG] = (__bdx_flags [STG] + 1)←↩
% 2; } whi l e (0 )
8
9 #de f i n e USE00( var )
10 #de f i n e USE01( var ) do { ( ans ) += ( var ) ; } whi l e (0 ) ;
11 #de f i n e USE02( var ) USE01( var ) USE01( var )
12 #de f i n e USE03( var ) USE02( var ) USE01( var )
13 #de f i n e USE04( var ) USE02( var ) USE02( var )
14 #de f i n e USE05( var ) USE04( var ) USE01( var )
15 #de f i n e USE06( var ) USE05( var ) USE01( var )
16 #de f i n e USE07( var ) USE05( var ) USE02( var )
17 #de f i n e USE08( var ) USE04( var ) USE04( var )
18 #de f i n e USE09( var ) USE08( var ) USE01( var )
19 #de f i n e USE10( var ) USE05( var ) USE05( var )
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20 #de f i n e USE11( var ) USE10( var ) USE01( var )
21 #de f i n e USE12( var ) USE10( var ) USE02( var )
22 #de f i n e USE13( var ) USE10( var ) USE03( var )
23 #de f i n e USE14( var ) USE10( var ) USE04( var )
24 #de f i n e USE15( var ) USE10( var ) USE05( var )
25 #de f i n e USE16( var ) USE10( var ) USE06( var )
26 #de f i n e USE17( var ) USE10( var ) USE07( var )
27 #de f i n e USE18( var ) USE10( var ) USE08( var )
28 #de f i n e USE19( var ) USE10( var ) USE09( var )
29 #de f i n e USE20( var ) USE10( var ) USE10( var )
30
31 #de f i n e PUSE00( var )
32 #de f i n e PUSE01( var ) do { ( ans ) += ( var [ __bdx_buf_idx ] ) ; } whi l e ←↩
(0 ) ;
33 #de f i n e PUSE02( var ) PUSE01( var ) PUSE01( var )
34 #de f i n e PUSE03( var ) PUSE02( var ) PUSE01( var )
35 #de f i n e PUSE04( var ) PUSE02( var ) PUSE02( var )
36 #de f i n e PUSE05( var ) PUSE04( var ) PUSE01( var )
37 #de f i n e PUSE06( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE01( var )
38 #de f i n e PUSE07( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE02( var )
39 #de f i n e PUSE08( var ) PUSE04( var ) PUSE04( var )
40 #de f i n e PUSE09( var ) PUSE08( var ) PUSE01( var )
41 #de f i n e PUSE10( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE05( var )
42 #de f i n e PUSE11( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE01( var )
43 #de f i n e PUSE12( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE02( var )
44 #de f i n e PUSE13( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE03( var )
45 #de f i n e PUSE14( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE04( var )
46 #de f i n e PUSE15( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE05( var )
47 #de f i n e PUSE16( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE06( var )
48 #de f i n e PUSE17( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE07( var )
49 #de f i n e PUSE18( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE08( var )
50 #de f i n e PUSE19( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE09( var )
51 #de f i n e PUSE20( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE10( var )
Listing F.4: config.h
1 PROG_NAME=exp_loop_indep_dependences
2
3 all : serial parallel
4
5 serial : $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp
6 @clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp −g −O0 −E > $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . prep
7 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser
8
9 parallel : $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp
10 @clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp −g −O0 −E > $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . prep
11 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−par −fopenmp
12
13 clean :
14 rm −rf $ ( PROG_NAME )−par $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser
Listing F.5: Makefile
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1 #!/ bin /bash
2
3 # Set p r e c i s i o n and format o f the Bash time command
4 export TIMEFORMAT= '%3R ' ;
5
6 # How many times the program w i l l be executed to take average
7 Reps=10;
8
9 # What i s the f i x ed batch s i z e to use
10 Batch=50;
11
12 # Number o f vars and number o f uses to s imulate
13 NVars=(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20) ;
14 NUses=(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20) ;
15
16 # Clean the log f i l e
17 mv times . log times . log . bkp
18
19 printf " " >> times . log ;
20
21 # Print the Table ' s headers
22 f o r NVar in ${NVars [ @ ] } ; do
23 printf " %4d" $NVar >> times . log ;
24 done
25
26 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
27
28 f o r NUse in ${NUses [ @ ] } ; do
29 printf "%3d" $NUse >> times . log ;
30 f o r NVar in ${NVars [ @ ] } ; do
31 . / exp_loop_indep_dependences−gen Ser $NVar $NUse 0
32 . / exp_loop_indep_dependences−gen Par $NVar $NUse $Batch
33
34 make 2>&1 >> /dev/null
35
36 SerAvg=0;
37 ParAvg=0;
38
39 f o r Rep in `seq $Reps ` ; do
40 # Execute the program and collect the execution time
41 Ser=1
42 Par=1
43 Ser=$ ( time ( . / exp_loop_indep_dependences−ser 2>/dev/null ←↩
1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
44 Par=$ ( time ( . / exp_loop_indep_dependences−par 2>/dev/null ←↩
1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
45
46 # Accumulate the average parallel and serial execution time
47 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg + $Ser" | bc ; ) " ;
48 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg + $Par" | bc ; ) " ;
49 done
50
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51 # Calculate average of the serial and parallel time
52 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
53 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
54
55 # Calculate speedup
56 Speedup="$ ( echo "scale=2; $SerAvg / $ParAvg" | bc ; ) " ;
57
58 printf " %1.2 f " $Speedup >> times . log ;
59 done
60
61 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
62 done
Listing F.6: run.sh
84
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1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <s t r i n g . h>
4
5 char names [ ] [ 3 ] = { "aa" , "bb" , " cc " , "dd" , " ee " ,
6 " f f " , "gg" , "hh" , " i i " , " j j " ,
7 "kk" , " l l " , "mm" , "nn" , "oo" ,
8 "pp" , "qq" , " r r " , " s s " , " t t " } ;
9
10 void serPrologue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
11 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( " ser−pro logue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
12
13 fprintf (fp , " i n t ans = 0 ;\ n" ) ;
14
15 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
16 fprintf (fp , " i n t %s = 0 ;\ n" , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
17
18 fclose (fp ) ;
19 }
20
21
22 void serLoad ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
23 FILE∗ fp1 = fopen ( " ser−load1 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
24 FILE∗ fp2 = fopen ( " ser−load2 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
25
26 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2) {
27 fprintf (fp1 , "USE%02d(%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
28 fprintf (fp2 , "USE%02d(%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx+1]) ;
29 }
30
31 fclose ( fp1 ) ;
32 fclose ( fp2 ) ;
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33 }
34
35 void serEpilogue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos ) {
36 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( " ser−ep i l o gue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
37
38 fprintf (fp , " p r i n t f (\" ans = %%d\\n\" , ans ) ; \ n" ) ;
39
40 fclose (fp ) ;
41 }
42
43
44 void parFetch1 ( i n t NVars ) {
45 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−f e t ch1 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
46
47 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2)
48 fprintf (fp , " r e g i s t e r i n t lc_%s = %s ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] , names [←↩
varIdx ] ) ;
49
50 fclose (fp ) ;
51 }
52
53 void parFetch2 ( i n t NVars ) {
54 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−f e t ch2 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
55
56 f o r ( i n t varIdx=1; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2)
57 fprintf (fp , " r e g i s t e r i n t lc_%s = %s ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] , names [←↩
varIdx ] ) ;
58
59 fclose (fp ) ;
60 }
61
62 void parStore1 ( i n t NVars ) {
63 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−s t o r e 1 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
64
65 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2)
66 fprintf (fp , "%s = lc_%s ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
67
68 fclose (fp ) ;
69 }
70
71 void parStore2 ( i n t NVars ) {
72 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−s t o r e 2 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
73
74 f o r ( i n t varIdx=1; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2)
75 fprintf (fp , "%s = lc_%s ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
76
77 fclose (fp ) ;
78 }
79
80 void parPrologue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
81 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−pro logue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
82
83 fprintf (fp , " v o l a t i l e i n t ans = 0 ;\ n" ) ;
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84
85 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx++)
86 fprintf (fp , " v o l a t i l e i n t %s ; \ n" , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
87
88 fclose (fp ) ;
89 }
90
91 void parLoad ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
92 FILE∗ fp1 = fopen ( "par−load1 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
93 FILE∗ fp2 = fopen ( "par−load2 . inc " , "w+" ) ;
94
95 f o r ( i n t varIdx=0; varIdx<NVars ; varIdx+=2) {
96 fprintf (fp1 , "PUSE%02d( lc_%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx ] ) ;
97 fprintf (fp2 , "PUSE%02d( lc_%s ) \n" , NUsos , names [ varIdx+1]) ;
98 }
99
100 fclose ( fp1 ) ;
101 fclose ( fp2 ) ;
102 }
103
104 void parEpilogue ( i n t NVars , i n t NUsos , i n t BSize ) {
105 FILE∗ fp = fopen ( "par−ep i l o gue . inc " , "w+" ) ;
106
107 fprintf (fp , " p r i n t f (\" ans = %%d\\n\" , ans ) ; \ n" ) ;
108
109 fclose (fp ) ;
110 }
111
112 i n t main ( i n t argc , char ∗ argv [ ] ) {
113 i f ( argc < 5) {
114 fprintf ( stderr , "Usage : \ n\ t%s Ser /Par NUsos NVars [ BSize ] \ n" , argv←↩
[ 0 ] ) ;
115 exit (1 ) ;
116 }
117
118 char ∗ Type = argv [ 1 ] ;
119 i n t NVars = atoi ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
120 i n t NUsos = atoi ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
121 i n t BSize = atoi ( argv [ 4 ] ) ;
122
123 i f ( strcmp (Type , " Ser " ) == 0) {
124 serPrologue ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
125 serLoad ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
126 serEpilogue ( NVars , NUsos ) ;
127 }
128 e l s e i f ( strcmp (Type , "Par" ) == 0) {
129 parPrologue ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
130 parLoad ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
131 parEpilogue ( NVars , NUsos , BSize ) ;
132 parFetch1 ( NVars ) ;
133 parFetch2 ( NVars ) ;
134 parStore1 ( NVars ) ;
135 parStore2 ( NVars ) ;
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136 }
137 e l s e {
138 fprintf ( stderr , "Type not r ecogn i z ed : %s \n" , Type ) ;
139 exit (1 ) ;
140 }
141
142 re turn 0 ;
143 }
Listing G.1: exp_loop_depend_dependences-gen.cpp
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <time . h>
4 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
5
6 i n t main ( ) {
7 #include " ser−pro logue . inc "
8
9 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < ITERATIONS ; i++) {
10 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
11 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
12 #include " ser−load1 . inc "
13 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
14
15 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
16 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
17 #include " ser−load2 . inc "
18 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
19 }
20
21 #include " ser−ep i l o gue . inc "
22
23 re turn 0 ;
24 }
Listing G.2: exp_loop_depend_dependences-ser.cpp
1 #inc lude <s td i o . h>
2 #inc lude <s t d l i b . h>
3 #inc lude <omp . h>
4 #inc lude " c on f i g . h"
5
6 v o l a t i l e i n t __bdx_flags [ ] = {0 , 0 , 0} ;
7
8 #inc lude "par−pro logue . inc "
9
10 i n t main ( ) {
11
12 #pragma omp parallel f o r num_threads (2 ) schedule ( s t a t i c , 1)
13 f o r ( i n t i=0; i<ITERATIONS ; i+=BATCH ) {
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14 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
15 WAIT (0 ) ;
16 #include "par−f e t ch1 . inc "
17 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i , __bdx_buf_idx = 0 ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && ←↩
__bdx_i < ITERATIONS ; __bdx_i++, __bdx_buf_idx++) {
18 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
19 #include "par−load1 . inc "
20 }
21 #include "par−s t o r e 1 . inc "
22 POST (0 ) ;
23 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 1 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
24
25 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ Begin Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
26 WAIT (1 ) ;
27 #include "par−f e t ch2 . inc "
28 f o r ( i n t __bdx_i = i , __bdx_buf_idx = 0 ; ( __bdx_i < i+BATCH ) && ←↩
__bdx_i < ITERATIONS ; __bdx_i++, __bdx_buf_idx++) {
29 f o r ( i n t j=0; j<LOAD ; j++);
30 #include "par−load2 . inc "
31 }
32 #include "par−s t o r e 2 . inc "
33 POST (1 ) ;
34 /∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ End o f Stage 2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗/
35 }
36
37 #include "par−ep i l o gue . inc "
38
39 re turn 0 ;
40 }
Listing G.3: exp_loop_depend_dependences-par.cpp
1 #de f i n e ITERATIONS 1000000
2
3 #de f i n e LOAD 10
4 #de f i n e BATCH 40
5
6 #de f i n e WAIT(STG) do { whi l e (__bdx_flags [STG] != ←↩
omp_get_thread_num ( ) ) ; } whi l e (0 )
7 #de f i n e POST(STG) do { __bdx_flags [STG] = (__bdx_flags [STG] + 1)←↩
% 2; } whi l e (0 )
8
9 #de f i n e USE00( var )
10 #de f i n e USE01( var ) do { ( ans ) += ( var ) ; } whi l e (0 ) ;
11 #de f i n e USE02( var ) USE01( var ) USE01( var )
12 #de f i n e USE03( var ) USE02( var ) USE01( var )
13 #de f i n e USE04( var ) USE02( var ) USE02( var )
14 #de f i n e USE05( var ) USE04( var ) USE01( var )
15 #de f i n e USE06( var ) USE05( var ) USE01( var )
16 #de f i n e USE07( var ) USE05( var ) USE02( var )
17 #de f i n e USE08( var ) USE04( var ) USE04( var )
18 #de f i n e USE09( var ) USE08( var ) USE01( var )
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19 #de f i n e USE10( var ) USE05( var ) USE05( var )
20 #de f i n e USE11( var ) USE10( var ) USE01( var )
21 #de f i n e USE12( var ) USE10( var ) USE02( var )
22 #de f i n e USE13( var ) USE10( var ) USE03( var )
23 #de f i n e USE14( var ) USE10( var ) USE04( var )
24 #de f i n e USE15( var ) USE10( var ) USE05( var )
25 #de f i n e USE16( var ) USE10( var ) USE06( var )
26 #de f i n e USE17( var ) USE10( var ) USE07( var )
27 #de f i n e USE18( var ) USE10( var ) USE08( var )
28 #de f i n e USE19( var ) USE10( var ) USE09( var )
29 #de f i n e USE20( var ) USE10( var ) USE10( var )
30
31 #de f i n e PUSE00( var )
32 #de f i n e PUSE01( var ) do { ( ans ) += ( var ) ; } whi l e (0 ) ;
33 #de f i n e PUSE02( var ) PUSE01( var ) PUSE01( var )
34 #de f i n e PUSE03( var ) PUSE02( var ) PUSE01( var )
35 #de f i n e PUSE04( var ) PUSE02( var ) PUSE02( var )
36 #de f i n e PUSE05( var ) PUSE04( var ) PUSE01( var )
37 #de f i n e PUSE06( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE01( var )
38 #de f i n e PUSE07( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE02( var )
39 #de f i n e PUSE08( var ) PUSE04( var ) PUSE04( var )
40 #de f i n e PUSE09( var ) PUSE08( var ) PUSE01( var )
41 #de f i n e PUSE10( var ) PUSE05( var ) PUSE05( var )
42 #de f i n e PUSE11( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE01( var )
43 #de f i n e PUSE12( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE02( var )
44 #de f i n e PUSE13( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE03( var )
45 #de f i n e PUSE14( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE04( var )
46 #de f i n e PUSE15( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE05( var )
47 #de f i n e PUSE16( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE06( var )
48 #de f i n e PUSE17( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE07( var )
49 #de f i n e PUSE18( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE08( var )
50 #de f i n e PUSE19( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE09( var )
51 #de f i n e PUSE20( var ) PUSE10( var ) PUSE10( var )
Listing G.4: config.h
1 PROG_NAME=exp_loop_depend_dependences
2
3 all : serial parallel
4
5 serial : $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp
6 @clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp −g −O0 −E > $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . prep
7 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser
8
9 parallel : $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp
10 @clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp −g −O0 −E > $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . prep
11 clang++ $ ( PROG_NAME )−par . cpp −g −O0 −o $ ( PROG_NAME )−par −fopenmp
12
13 clean :
14 rm −rf $ ( PROG_NAME )−par $ ( PROG_NAME )−ser ∗ . pdf times∗ ∗ . inc ∗ . prep
Listing G.5: Makefile
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1 #!/ bin /bash
2
3 # Set p r e c i s i o n and format o f the Bash time command
4 export TIMEFORMAT= '%3R ' ;
5
6 # How many times the program w i l l be executed to take average
7 Reps=10;
8
9 # What i s the f i x ed batch s i z e to use
10 Batch=50;
11
12 # Number o f vars and number o f uses to s imulate
13 NVars=( 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20) ;
14 NUses=( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20) ;
15
16 # Clean the log f i l e
17 mv times . log times . log . bkp
18
19 printf " " >> times . log ;
20
21 # Print the Table ' s headers
22 f o r NVar in ${NVars [ @ ] } ; do
23 printf " %4d" $NVar >> times . log ;
24 done
25
26 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
27
28 f o r NUse in ${NUses [ @ ] } ; do
29 printf "%3d" $NUse >> times . log ;
30 f o r NVar in ${NVars [ @ ] } ; do
31 . / exp_loop_depend_dependences−gen Ser $NVar $NUse 0
32 . / exp_loop_depend_dependences−gen Par $NVar $NUse $Batch
33
34 make 2>&1 >> /dev/null
35
36 SerAvg=0;
37 ParAvg=0;
38
39 f o r Rep in `seq $Reps ` ; do
40 # Execute the program and collect the execution time
41 Ser=1
42 Par=1
43 Ser=$ ( time ( . / exp_loop_depend_dependences−ser 2>/dev/null ←↩
1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
44 Par=$ ( time ( . / exp_loop_depend_dependences−par 2>/dev/null ←↩
1>&2 ) 2>&1 )
45
46 # Accumulate the average parallel and serial execution time
47 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg + $Ser" | bc ; ) " ;
48 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg + $Par" | bc ; ) " ;
49
50 done
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51
52 # Calculate average of the serial and parallel time
53 SerAvg="$ ( echo "$SerAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
54 ParAvg="$ ( echo "$ParAvg / $Reps" | bc ; ) " ;
55
56 # Calculate speedup
57 Speedup="$ ( echo "scale=2; $SerAvg / $ParAvg" | bc ; ) " ;
58
59 printf " %1.2 f " $Speedup >> times . log ;
60 done
61
62 printf "\n" >> times . log ;
63 done
Listing G.6: run.sh
